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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document is intended to serve as an aid to local tra:nsportation 
planners, traffic engineers, and administrators in the incorporation 
of energy conservation considerations into the transportation plan
ning process, especially in reference to short-range transportation 
planning. Various types of low cost, short-term transportation 
actions are summarized, and their potential for reducing energy 
consumption is estimated. Interrelationships between the energy 
consumption reduction potentials of groups of actions are discussed, 
and a process for formulation of coherent packages of such actions 
is presented. This process takes into account both interrelationships 
and criteria which may be important to' local olanners, engineers, 
and officials. 

It should be noted that there are ongoing transportation-related pro
grams in most urban areas. These include short-range transit 
development programs, traffic flow improvement programs, and trans
portation programs to improve air quality. Efforts to reduce energy 
consumption through low cost, short-term transportation actions should 
take into account actions already planned or being implemented. 
Development of a package of actions to reduce transportation energy 
consumption should be coordinated with existing plans and ongoing 
planning processes of agencies within the urban area. 

Transportation actions may reduce energy consumption in one or more 
of the following ways by: 

• Improving efficiency of vehicle operation, such as 
improving traffic flow on city streets. 

• Causing a shift of trips from one or two passenger 
automobiles to higher occupancy buses, vans, or 
carpools. 

• 1~,educing travel demand by, for example, instituting 
the four-day work week. 

Individual transportation actions to reduce energy consumption are 
categorized into ten major groups: 
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1. Measures to improve flow of high occupancy vehicles 

2. Measures to improve total vehicular traffic flow 

3. Measures to increase car and van occupancy 

4. Measures to increase transit patronage 

5. Measures to encourage use of walk and bicycle modes 

6. Measures to improve the efficiency of taxi service and 
goods movement 

7. Measures to restrict traffic 

8. Transpor tation pricing measures 

9. Measures to reduce the need to travel 

10. Energy restriction measures 

The transportation actions and their potential reductions in energy 
consumption are describ ed. In addition, summary tables are presented 
which array the actions in terms of relevant institutional and legal 
considerations and socioeconomic and environmental effects. 

Guidelines are presented for evaluating and formulating packages 
of actions to reduce energy consumption. These guidelines set forth 
the criteria and process for formulating packages for Jarge (1,000, 000 
and over population) , medium (250, 000 - 1,000, 000 population) and 
small (50,000 - 250,000 population) urban areas. 

Interrelationships between transportation actions are analyzed as 
a guide to packaging ac tions. The interrelationships point out actions 
which work together, are independent, overlap, or are counter-pro
ductive in reducing energy consumption. Some of the conclusions 
of this analysis are: 

1. Measures to improve total vehicular traffic flow tend 
to be counter-productive to most other measures, 
especially measures to shift travel away from auto 
modes. 
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2. Carpooling measures and transit measures may overlap, 
thus reducing their effectiveness, depending upon 
the way they are applied. 

3. Energy restriction measures and transportation pricing 
measures have similar effects and may tend to over
lap or preempt each other 1s effectiveness. 

4. Taxi service and goods movement-related measures 
are generally independent of other measures. 

5. Traffic restriction measures, transportation pricing 
measures, and energy restriction measures are disin
centive measures which assist the effectiveness of 
incentive measures such as transit improvements, walk 
and bike measures, and carpooling programs. At 
the same time, the incentive measures provide services 
which take up the travel demand released from low 
occupancy auto mode because of disincentive measures. 

The example criteria used for evaluating the transportation actions 
for inclusion in an urban area package were: 

• Short lead time 

• Minimal institutional obstacles to implementation 

• Favorable public reaction 

• High energy reduction 

Using the example criteria and guidelines, three sample action pack
ages were formulated for each urban area size. Some general con
clusions may be drawn from examination of the sample packages for 
all urban area sizes: 

• Carpool-related actions are good candidates for 
implementation in most urban areas, regardless of 
urban area size or the percentage of energy con
sumption reduction required. 
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• Some level of restriction of quantity of sales of gasoline 
or other energy restriction measures would be likely 
to enhance the effectiveness of any size package. 

• For a low level of energy consumption reduction it 
may not be necessary to implement both carpooling
related actions and transit-related actions which tend 
to overlap. Carpooling-related actions were selected 
for most urban areas because, in general, they may 
be quicker to implement. However, in many localities 
some transit improvements might be attainable quickly. 

• Incentive-type actions which result in a sizabl e energy 
reduction tend to be more effective than disincentive
type actions because they may be expected to encounter 
fewer problems for implementation. 

• Improvements of vehicular traffic flow should be carefully 
screened because they tend to be counter-productive 
to reducing energy consumption for several other groups 
of transportation actions. 

• Taxi- and truck-related actions are suggested only in 
large urban areas, where they are more applicable. 

• The energy consumption reduction that can be expected 
from implementation of a transportation action or a 
number of these actions depends on several local factors, 
such as extent of application, institutional and policy 
framework, existing degree of implementation of trans
portation control strategies to reduce air pollution, 
and local attitudes toward energy conservation. 

• The total reduction in energy consumption that can 
be expected from a package of actions is likely to be 
somewhat less than the sum of the energy reduction 
ranges given for individual actions in the package. 
This is because the energy reduction range for each 
individual action is stated exclusive of other actions. 
The greater the number of actions implemented, the 
more the energy reduction potential of a11incremental 
action may be diminished . 
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The energy reduction packages developed in this document resulting 
from transportation actions are presented for illustrative purposes 
only. For a specific urban area, using this process, a different package 
from any of the samples may be developed. The extent of application 
as well as level of impact of each action will also vary, depending 
on local conditions, energy reduction goals, and attitudes toward 
energy conservation. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this report is to examine the possibilities of using 
low cost, short-term transportation actions to reduce energy consump
tion and to suggest a process for assembling a package of such actions 
for an urban area. This document is intended as an aid to local trans
portation planners, traffic engineers, and administrators in t he evalu
ation of a wide range of possible transportation actions aimed at 
reducing energy consumption while minimizing implementation problems 
and adverse social, economic, and environmental impacts. It is also 
intended to serve as a guide to the formulation of logical packages 
of such actions and as a reference tool for incorporating energy con
servation considerations into the transportation planning process. 
The need for considering reduction in energy consumption in transpor
tation planning was stated by the Secretary of Transportation on 
January 3, 1974, with reference to the Emergency Highway Energy 
Conservation Act of 1973. lt should be emphasized, however, that 
there may be similar transportation programs at the local level (transit 
development programs, TOPICS, transportation air pollution control 
plans, etc.) which are presently being planned or implement ed. 
Actions recommended by these programs should be tested for their 
energy reduction impact and, where their impact is significant, should 
be incorporated into the local energy reduction plan. 

A general problem pervading any discussion of transportation actions 
is the institutional difficulty associated with implementation· of an action. 
There is seldom an agency which combines the necessary scope of 
interest, technical capability, authority to act, and capacity for enforce~ 
ment that are required to make transport!3,tion controls effective. As 
has been learned through experience with planning for air quality. 
special legislation is often required to permit action. Where this i s 
the case, an action which is short-term in the technical sense may 
become long-term through institutional constraints. 

On the other hand, the recent energy crisis. with shortages, ext ensive 
waiting for fuel, and widespread public awareness, has established 
an environment in which there is a special receptivity to transportation 
actions to reduce energy consumption. Carpooling, for example, 
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long a relatively little used and generally unpopular idea for commuter 
travel, is now receiving national attention from both government and 
the private sector. Many of the transportation actions considered 
here might be more easily implemented in this current environment 
than would normally be the case. 

FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS 

The framework for this exploration of the ways in which transportation 
actions may be used to reduce energy consumption is based upon a 
characterization of three major aspects of the problem: 

• How does the transportation action effectively reduce 
energy consumption? 

• What are the total effects of the action? 

• In what size metropolitan area is the action practical 
for implementation? 

Tra9sportation actions may be characterized as potentially reducing 
energy consumption in three ways. First, there is a potential for 
direct reduction through improved efficiency of vehicle operation. 
Improvements to street traffic flow, for example, may reduce stopping 
and starting and, in turn, will thereby reduce fuel consumption for 
a constant amount of travel and vehicle usage. Second, improvements 
in systems efficiency and vehicle occupancy may reduce vehicle miles 
of travel. Energy consumption is then reduced while there is still 
a constant amount of person travel. For example, pricing actions 
that will increase transit ridership will give this result. Finally, 
there is the possibility of actually reducing travel demand, thereby 
cutting person travel, thus vehicle miles of travel, and thus energy 
consumption. The four-day work week and communications substitutes 
exemplify this third effect. 

All of the effects of any transportation action must be examined to 
give a balanced view of the relative desirability of any one action. 
Energy consumption savings should be seen in context with socio
economic and environmental impacts, such as economic dislocation, 
changes in lifestyle, decreased travel time and congestion, less air 
and noise pollution, better safety, etc. 
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The applicability of these actions will vary among different metropolitan 
areas, both in their effectiveness as energy-saving devices and in 
the difficulties which might be anticipated in their implementation. 
Hence, consideration must be given to the relative value of proposed 
actions in small (10,::3 than 250,000 population), medium (250,000 
to 1,000,000 population), and large (1,000,000 or more) urban areas. 

Exhibit 1 illustrates the process of this analysis. The first s t ep is 
to characterize actions, as described above, by the way in which they 
might contribute to the reduction of energy consumption. The actions 
thus characterized are then screened to determine if they are implemen
table in the short term and without major capital investment, and if 
they are consistent with the principles of air quality implementation 
plans. Actions which do not pass these criteria are given no further 
consideration because the purpose of this analysis is to present guide
lines which are immediately useful to metropolitan areas in formulating 
energy conservation programs. 

As a next step in the analysis process, the individual actions are organ
ized into ten groups. The principal basis for these groupings is the 
"technology" of the action -- for example, a taxi or a carpooling incen
tive -- with the recognition that there may be considerable overlap 
among the individual groups . Another important consideration is 
that of difficulty of implementation. It is assumed that, in terms of 
public acceptance and political feasibility, the carpooling incentive 
type of action would be generally preferred to the tax type of action. 
Actions are therefore reviewed in terms of relevant implementation 
parameters and institutional and legal considerations. 

Effects of actions -- energy consumption changes, air and noise impacts, 
mobility impacts and economic costs -- are also reviewed to determine 
how an action affects all goals. A process is then suggested as to 
how decision-makers in a particular urban area might wish to combine 
individual actions into a package for application. Typical packages 
are described for small, medium, and large urban areas. 

REPORT ORGANIZATION 

The first section of this report defines transportation actions and sum -
marizes institutional and legal parameters, energy reduction impacts, 
and socioeconomic and environmental impacts. The next section 
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EXHIBIT 1 
A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS 
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describes a process for formulating packages of transportation actions 
to reduce energy consumption. A brief list of references concludes 
the document. Three appendices present more detailed descriptions 
of individual actions, a discussion of the ways transportation actions 
reduce energy consumption and how these translate into regional 
energy reductions, and a bibliography. 
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CHAPTER II 
TRANSPORTATION ACTIONS AND THEIR IMPACTS 

In this chapter, brief definitions of appropriate low-cost, short-term 
transportation actions are presented. Actions are then characterized 
according to parameters relevent to specific concerns decision-makers 
may have such as: 

• Who implements the action? 

• Will new legislation be required? 

• What is the energy reduction impact? 

• What effect will there be on air pollution? 

These parameters are defined and the results are summarized in three 
tables, Exhibits 2, 3, and 4, presented at the end of the chapter. 

More complete descriptions, including implementation methods, insti
tutional and legal considerations, and indirect effects of the trans
portation actions and expected energy reduction ranges are presented 
in Appendix A . For more detailed information the reader is referred 
to the list of references. 

For ease of exposition, low cost and short-term transportation actions 
to reduce energy consumption are arranged into ten "Action Groups:" 

1. Measures to Improve Flow of High Occupancy Vehicles 

2. Measures to Improve Total Vehicular Traffic Flow 

3. Measures to Increase Car and Van Occupancy 

4 . Measures to Increase Transit Patronage 

5. Measures to Encourage Walk and Bicycle Modes 

6. Measures to Improve the Efficiency of Taxi Service 
and Goods Movement 

7. Measures to Restrict Traffic 
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8. Transportation Pricing Measures 

9. Measures to Reduce the Need to Travel 

10. Energy Restriction Measures 

DEFINITIONS OF TRANSPORTATION ACTIONS 

The following paragraphs present brief summary definitions of likely 
actions within the ten major action groups aimed at reducing energy 
consumption. 

1. Measures to Improve the Flow of High-Occupancy Vehicles 

Bus-Actuated Signals -- Traffic signals whose operation is 
modified by the detection by sensors of a bus. 

Reserved Lanes or Dedicated Streets for Buses -- A single 
lane (usually the curb lane) or an entire street reserved exclu
sively for the use of buses. 

Exclusive Bus or Bus/Carpool Lanes and Ramps -- Freeway 
and expressway lanes or ramps reserved for the exdusive 
use of buses and/or other high-occupancy vehicles. 

Bus Priority Regulations at Intersections -- Regulatory measures, 
such as 11Yield 11 ordinances favoring buses, signal cycle modi
fications favoring buses, or exemptions from turning restrictions. 

2. Measures to Improve Total Vehicular Flow 

Improved Signal Systems -- Computerization and/or improved 
timing of signal systems and the upgrading of traffic control 
equipment. 

One-way Streets., Reversible Lanes, No On-Street Parking -
Traffic engineering measures which improve capacity within 
the existing right-of-way and without major capital expenditure. 

Eliminate Unnecessary Traffic Control Devices -- The removal 
of unwarranted traffic signals and "Stop" signs. 
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Widening Intersections -- Addition of lanes at intersections, 
e.g. , provision of turning lanes . 

Ramp Metering, Freeway Surveillance and Driver Advisory 
Displays --Measures to control total volume entering limited 
access facilities, and to maintain operation at a level of service 
most efficient with respect to total energy consumption. 

Staggered Work Hours - - The spreading of starting and quitting 
times by employers, either within a single company or among 
companies, which can be implemented in a systematic fashion 
or by the introduction of flexible work hours. 

3 . Measures to Increase Car and Van Occupancy 

Carpool Matching Program -- A program, computerized or 
manual, to identify potential carpool groupings and to further 
encourage the formation of carpools by assisting with scheduling 
and routing. 

Carpool Public Information - - Radio, television, newspaper 
and/or other media campaigns to promote the use of carpools. 

Carpool Incentives -- Cost-, convenience-, or travel time
related measures intended to enhance the attractiveness of 
carpooling. 

Neighborhood Ride Sharing -- Ridesharing in the c~mmunity cen
tered around the common (home-based) origin of the participants 
for various trip purposes. 

4. Measures to Increase Transit Patronage 

Bus, Subway and Commuter Rail Service Improvements 
Scheduling, routing, expansion and/or marketing improve
ments, and the initiation of special services. 

Fare Reductions and the Elimination of Transfer Fares -
Reduction or complete elimination of fares and transfer charges. 
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Traffic-Related Incentives to Ridership -- Bus priority measures 
such as reserved lanes, reserved streets and signal system 
priority. 

Park-Ride Facilities with Express Bus Service -- Provision 
of convenient parking in fringe areas, with express bus service 
to and from the CBD or other major attractions. 

Demand-Responsive Systems -- Services provided in response 
to individual demand, with schedules and routes determined 
at least partially by individual trip origins and destinations. 

5. Measures to Encourage Walk and Bicycle Modes 

Pedestrian Malls in High Activity Centers -- Zones or streets 
from which almost all private vehicular traffic is prohibited. 

Bicycle Priority Regulations at Intersections -- Regulatory 
measures such as r1Yield 11 ordinance favoring bicycles, or 
signal cycle modifications favoring bicycles. 

Pedestrian Signals -- Traffic signals which can be actuated 
by pedestrians (push buttons, etc.) 

Second Level Sidewalks -- Walkways and connecting passage
ways, grade-separated from street level, connecting stores 
and other pedestrian trip attractions. 

Bikeway Systems -- Facilities designed and intended primarily 
for travel by bicyles. 

Bicycle Storage Facilities -- Storage racks, weather protection 
facilities, and other amenities located at major trip attractions. 

6. .Improve the Efficiency of Taxi Service and Goods Movement 

Improve Efficiency of Taxi Service -- Regulatory measures 
to permit higher taxi occupancy, less cruising; encourage 
jitney-type services; etc. 
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Improve Efficiency of Urban Goods Movement -- Alterations 
to delivery hours and routes, consolidation of terminals, 
provision of loading zones, or other features to improve goods 
handling. 

7. Measures to Restrict Traffic 

Vehicle Free or Traffic Limited Zones -- Prohibition of all 
or some traffic from certain areas, for example, from high
activity centers such as the CBD. 

Limit Hours and Location of Travel -- Restrict vehicles to 
certain hours or locations of travel, depending on factors 
such as trip purpose. occupancy, etc. 

Limit Freeway Usage -- Restrict the use of freeways according 
to time of day, vehicle type or trip purpose. 

8. Transportation Pricing Measures 

Bridge and Highway Tolls -- Increased tolls at these facilities 
based on levels of congestion, vehicle occupancy. or time 
of day. 

Congestion Tolls -- Variable tolls with levels determined 
by the level of traffic congestion . 

Vehicle Fee for Crossing Cordon Line -- Imposition of a toll 
for entry into an entire area. 

Increased Parking Charges -- Changes in rates and rate struc
tures at public and/or private parking facilities. 

Impose Gasoline Tax at Pump -- Additional tax applied on 
a per-gallon basis. 

Impose Mileage Tax -- A tax applied directly to vehicle mil es 
of travel. 
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Differential Fee to Promote Energy-Efficient Vehicles -- Gradu
ation of annual licensing fees on the basis of power, weight, 
engine displacement, special equipment, etc . 

Tune-Up Requirements -- Mandated regular servicing of 
vehicles, and associated verification, system. 

Tax on Second or Third Car Ownership -- A progressively 
greater one-time or annual tax on multiple car ownership. 

Tire Tax -- A tax on replacement of tires and/or retreaded 
tires. 

9. Measures to Reduce the Need to Travel 

Four-Day Work Week -- Change to a four-day work week 
for individuals, or business, usually staggered over a 
five-day busines s week with a different day off for different 
individuals. This may involve either compression of a 40-hour 
week into four days or reduction in working hours; reduction 
in work travel may be somewhat offset by increased recreational 
travel. 

Zoning -- An emphasis on zoning against land use which is 
totally auto-dependent; relaxation of zoning requirements 
in order to permit diverse land uses together with a resultant 
decrease in the need to travel; moratoriums against development 
which is totally auto-oriented, etc. 

Home Goods Delivery -- The substitution of home delivery 
of convenience goods for in-person shopping at a retail outlet. 

Communications Substitutes -- The substitution of communica
tions media such as teletype, video, etc. , for face-to-face 
communication requiring personal travel. 

10. Energy Restriction Measures 

Retail Gasoline Rationing Without Transferable Coupons - 
Rationing with all the allocations limited to a single person 
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or household and not transferable to any other person or 
household. 

Gasoline Rationing With Transferable Coupons - - Rationing 
system in which allocations can be transf.erred or sold to 
persons or households other than original owner. 

Restriction of Quantity of Fuel Sales on a Geographical Basis - 
Controlled allocations of gasoline and other fuels, based on 
fixed geographic subdivisions. 

Ban on Saturday and/or Sunday Gasoline Sales - - Partial 
or total restriction of the sale of gasoline on these days . 

Reduced Speed Limits -- Federal and/or state implementation 
of reduced maximum speeds on freeways, expressways, arterials, 
or rural highways . · 

DEFINITIONS OF IMPACTS EXAMINED 

Energy reduction impact, institutional and legal considerations, and 
indirect effects for each transportation action are summarized in Ex
hibit 2, "Actions to Reduce Energy Consumption and Their Institutional/ 
Legal Considerations, 11 Exhibit 3, 11 Actions to Reduce Energy Consump
tion and Their Indirect Socioeconomic Effects, 11 and Exhibit 4, "Actions 
to Reduce Energy Consumption and Their Indirect Environmental 
Effects." These tables are used to determine how well each action 
meets selected evaluation criteria. 

In Exhibit 2, estimates are made for the factors which are defined 
below: 

• Regional Energy Reduction -- Percent reduction in 
regional energy consumption that can be expected from 
implementation of the transportation action. A range 
of values is given. 

• Time to Implement -- Months required for implementation 
of the action; al though all actions are II short-term," 
a finer breakdown of time within the short-term constraint 
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is made to allow comparisons between actions. A range 
of values is given. 

• Implementation Cost -- Although all actions are "low 
cost," a finer breakdown of cost within the low cost 
constraint is made to allow comparisons between actions; 
the costs considered are implementation or capital costs, 
not user costs or costs of indirect effects. These are 
11ball park'1 type estimates, where (L) stands for 
$0-$50,000, {M) for $50,000-$250,000, and {H) for 
$250,000-$1,000,000. 

• Implementing Agency -- The responsibility for implement
ing an action will lie with one or more private (P) , 
local (L), or state (S), agencies; examples of such 
agencies are employers, county governments, traffi c 
departments, transit authorities, state departments 
of transportation or highway departments. 

• Organizational Change Required -- This is an index 
of the amount of reorganization of present agencies 
or development of new agencies required to implement 
an action; requirements for organizational change tend 
to increase the difficulty of getting an action implemented. 

• Significant Legislative Action -- In some case, authoriza
tion or legislation by city councils, county boards, 
state legislature, or the Federal government may be 
required before an action can be implemented. 

• Initial Public Reaction -- Favorable public reaction 
is desirable to implement an action quickly; for each 
transportation action public reaction is rated as positive 
(+),negative(-), or positive for some groups and 
negative for others (+/-). However, an action which 
may receive unfavorable reaction at first may become 
more popular after being implemented when impacts 
become fully known . 
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• Enforcement - - Actions which are likely to require 
enforcement are denoted (yes); those which may or may 
not need enforcement are denoted (maybe); and those 
not likely to need enforcement are denoted (no). 

In Exhibit 3, indirect socioeconomic effects are analyzed as defined 
below: 

• Travel Time -- Whether the action (increases), (decreases), 
or has no effect (NE) on travel time for the group or 
geographic area involved. 

• Cost Distribution -- Who pays for the action, i.e. , 
the public (PU) in direct taxes or fares, the private 
sector (PR) in subsidy of carpools or shorter work 
hours, or the government (G) as part of general govern
mental responsibilities and expenditures. 

• Safety -- Some actions will reduce circulation problems 
and accident potential, and thus (improve) the personal 
safety of those directly affected by the action . Others 
will have no effect (NE) on safety. 

• Lifestyle Change -- Some actions will have no effect 
(NE) on mobility, driving habits, or work, shopping 
and recreation times and places; others may require 
(minor) or (major) changes. 

• Economic Dislocation -- Some actions will have no effect 
(NE) on the location or number of jobs, the jurisdiction's 
tax base or the sales from commercial establishments; 
others may result in (minor) or (major) impacts on 
economic considerations in the action location. 

• Development Opportunities -- S(?me actions may present 
(major) or (minor) opportunities to expand current 
or develop new programs or projects; others will have 
no effect (NE) on development opportunities. 
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In Exhibit 4, indirect environmental effects are analyzed as defined 
below: 

• Air Quality -- An action may (increase), (decrease), 
or have no effect (NE) on ambient levels of air quality 
in the vicinity of the action. 

• Noise -- An action may (increase) , (decrease), or have 
no effect (NE) on ambient levels of noise where it is 
implemented. 

• Congestion -- An action may (increase) , (decrease) , 
or have no effect (NE) on congestion resulting from 
automobiles in the location of implementation. 

• Land Use Patterns -- The energy reduction measures 
may cause changes of (major) or (minor) magnitude 
in land use or land use interrelationships, or there 
may be no effect (NE) on land use. 

SUMMARY TABLES 

The tables presented in Exhibits 2, 3, and 4 summarize institutional/ 
legal, socioeconomic, and environmental factors for the. transportation 
actions as described above. 

Some generalizations may be drawn from Exhibit 2: 1) the energy 
reduction ranges are quite small, except for energy restriction meas
ures; 2} most of the measures will involve some intergovernmental 
cooperation; 3) 11 disincentive-type 11 measures tend to require more 
organizational change and/or new legislation than ''incentive-type" 
measures; and 4) most measures will require some enforcement 
provisions. 

From Exhibits 3 and 4, the following generalizations may be made: 
1) most measures to reduce energy consumption also tend to reduce 
travel time, air pollution, noise pollution, and congestion, 2) impacts 
on safety are generally positive; and 3) measures to reduce the need 
for travel and energy restriction measures will have the most effect 
on lifestyle change, economic dislocation, and land use patterns. 
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....... 
CD 

Action Group 

l. Measur~s lo Impruve Flow of 
Hi~h Q(:~upa.nt':y Vir:hir:les 

2. Mea$;ure~ to Improve Total 
Vehicular Traffic Flow 

3. ~t-asu.rt"S to [m.: l·ease Car and 
Van Or-r-1i.panr-,y 

4. \11:ea.surt"S to [m.:rease T r ar1sit 
Patronage 

a. :\1ca.surr.s to P.r.r-ourag-r- V. .-1.lk 
a11d nii.:ycle Modes 

EXHIBIT2 

SUMMARY TABLE: ACTIONS TO REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
AND THEIR INSTITUTIONAL/LEGAL CONSIDERATIONS 

I l(eglonal Energy Months to lmplement.:ition [mplernenting Orgamzational 

Actton Reduction (%) (mpl ement Cost Agenc--y Chauge RequLred 

Dus -a<..:tua te d signals 0 - o. 5 0 - l2 L L.S None 

Bu.s-only lanes on c ity streets 0 - l..O l 6 L L,S None 

Re~erved freeway bus or 
Uus /carl-'ool lanes and ramps 1.0 :J.0 2 - 24 L-H L,.S None 

Bus rnority re:gulations 
at intersections 0 0.5 ;J - 9 L L. S None 

[mprov~d sign.ill systems 1.0 - 4.0 6 - Ill M J., s None 

One-way ~treet:;:. reversible 
lanes, no on-street parking 1.0 - 4.0 6 - 12 M L,S None 

Eliminate unnecessary 
traffic c:-ontrol neviccs u - ::i.n J - 1; L L,S None 

Widening i ntersection 0 - 1.0 6 - I 2 M L, S None 

Drivt"r atJvisury system 0 0.5 6 - l2 L·H L.S None-Adapt 

H.amr mr.tr-ring~ frr.r.way 
!:!urveillan.ce, driver c1dvi-
sor_y chsplay u - I. 0 G - 18 M-H L,S None 

Staggered work hour~ 0 4 - 12 L I', L,S Nont"-New 

CarpOol matchi.ni=! programs :l,ll /j,0 2 - 6 L P,L,S Adaµt 

Cal' J..)001 JJUb Uc inf or m:i tton 2.0 - 4,0 2 - 1; L P,L,S !\dapt 

Carpool 1nc:entives 4,0 - 6.0 2 - 6 1.-M I', L, S •
0\da p t 

~t-i.ghl.Jod100J ri<le sharing 0 l. 0 3 24 L P,L :-.-·one •New 

St."r-vicc irnµr-oven1ents 1.0 ] . 0 l - 18 M P, L,S :Xone 

F"a re rr.ductions 4.0 - fi.O 2 - l L M-H I., s None 

Traffic -relat~d im:er1livt"S I. 0 - 5.0 2 24 L-M L,S None 

~~ark/ rid~ with t"X.(.Jress 
hus serv1....,.e o.s - 2.5 I A - 24 M-H I., S Adapt 

I )emand-res ponsive 
servu:-~ " I. 0 5 12 II I., s Atiapt-~t"Yr 

!->r:destr1an mallt; 0.5 - ;'.!_ 5 6 12 'II -II L. /\tlaµt 

St:><."<Jr~U h~vt"l ,.;i<lewalks 0 o.~ 6 12 :\1 L /\rtart 

R1ki:-w:t:i, ~y.<item l),S 2.0 6 12 1.-M I., s Adapt 

H1cyr:le :>torage fac.:i.litie~ 0 1.0 2 4 L L,S A tlaµt 

Pedestria n a<.:lualed signals 0 □• :> 6 12 L L. S Non~ 

81....,.yrl~ priority r~gul.1.t1ons 
at i!1Lerset:lions 0 0. ~ :J ,] L L. S ~on(' 

i'o-!:;i; ibly i\"ew l ni..tial Pt1hlir: Enforce-
Legi::Slaliou Real.:tlon ment 

No +/- No 

No +/- Maybe 

No +/- Yes 

Ye.ci +/ - Yes 

No + No 

No +/ - Yes 

No + No 

No • No 

No + No 

No t /- Ye~ 

No "'1"/ - No 

No +/ - r--;o 

No t rto 

1'0 • I - Maybe 

;,io + No 

!\n + No 

Ye:; ! No 

No +/- Mct.ylie 

No • No 

Yes + No 

Ye::, + Maybe 

No • l - No 

Y-e'~ + Mayb~ 

No + No 

No I f - No 

Yr.s I / - Yes I 



EXHIBIT 2, Continued 

!i. 'Vlrasun.•'s to lmprnvP- the 

!-~rricit>nc·,v nf T::nd Serv.c-e and 
(~oorlf-i \1ovP.tn(!nt 

Improve efft.L· it'11< . .:y Q( '..:..i.xi 
.:;.et·v1ct- 0 - 2. Cl :1 - 18 ~I f', I. '\or.~-,\dn p t Ye.s Yes 

'.\1ea:-i•.1re to R~s trict TrafLc 

[mµruvt" d!i1.:it-r1c.;y uf 

1_,1rbar ~ouJs muv~rn!:'nl 

Auto-f:'·ee or lrafLc· 
.imited zone::; 

0 - l.S Ii - 1 8-+-----H---+--1'..:.•_l...:.,_s __ +--·-\_d"_' •:...•,t_-_:--;_· o_. ,_.,,_--+----Y_e_s __ +-------f--'{-o_. s_----1 

L~:nitir.g hours or lncn.t1on 
of lravr.1 

L.J ;,,.1-H L 

0 - 3.0 12 :ll-H L,S 

Limiling freeway u:;age O - 1, C 6 I . - \1 L, ::i 
•--------t-----''----'----''-----t-- - -- ---+------+--------+---'-------+ 

8. Tn:1..11sµurtatwr1 }'ricir:g Hndgesar.dhighwn.ytoll5 1,0- ~.O 12-2·1 1,-:~1 L,S 
J\.-11::'a~ures 

" l\.·teasure.:i to H.<:duce H:e Need 
tQ Travel 

10. F.aerg_v Hcst~ktio.- :Vleasu1·es I 

:iYM;~()f .S: 

Cor.g~stw:i tolls and t·oa.d 
~-ordon tull.:> 

[11,.:ntased parking cot.ts 

Fuel ti.l.X 

M~ lea_g,:,- tax: 

Vehidt"-P.:•lat!:!ri. fec.s 

L'uur-ttay v:erk week 

Zoning 

ltome gou::i-, deli.very 

Cummur;i<.atior.s substita:r.s 

Ga,; r.J.tion;.ng w1thollt 
tra.ris:'· r:rat,le ~-c~1µoc,~ 

Gas :'<1tio:1i11g ,,., j 1,.h 1.r:ar:;;;

fe~·aiJ.e L:UUfHJTl~ 

R.~:?o :rictior. o:: 'Nanhly 
of !:ii.I.le::; un rt ~<"oqr,iphic 
has is 

Han 0 :1 Sunri:;i y -ii nJ / O!' 

Sarnrda.,;, _L!rt:-i sales 

1.0 - :1.(1 

o,a :;, 0 

2. 0 s. 0 

2.0 - 6.0 

l. () - 10. 0 

1. 0 6,0 

. 0 10.0 

U • 1,0 

l.0 

0.0-:!5.I> 

n. :1 - i.·,, o 

-~- ., -- 21J. 0 

U -- 10. 0 

2. [) 

; 8 - ,4 

l< 
6 

ti - 1 ~ 

l2 

12 

12 

12 - 24 

l!J - ::•1 

- 6 

n - s 

M-11 

~l 

L 

M 

M 

l. 

L 

I. 

L-H 

L-ll 

t. 

L 

-H 

(mp:€>r·1Pt'!,11 tiur: ('o-.;t 

[r:iplt!.'TH:-!nlin8 :\gc:Ky: 
I. I.ow, i\.1 = ;\lf'ili,.111, H - Ili~h, w::r.in tt:c l ow ('O'll c·on~t~;-ti•Jt un LJ"JJt' of ..io..tion~ t o..::i.·>1 d 1'r<':'rl 
r: l'r 1v..ite, Lu"- c:1. :, S Sta t~ 

I:litial P·.Jbl:; H!:a:·t.0.1: f•u~i~i•.•~. - .\Pf{;.i.tive, · /- - Po,:;,itivt::> ur :u~gaLve, dcpcndmg 11n ;.41·oui; ilf:·ectt:<l 

L,S 

:...., s 

L,S 

., 
I', L, S 

L,S 

P,L 

I-\ L.) 

S, F 

S, F 

L,S 

Ada}Jt-f\cw 

. ~o-~~e-Adapt 

N<Jne-:\cw 

A.dapt-1\'e_,, 

A Uaµl-Kt'w 

Auapt 

A da p t 

ACaiµt 

No ne J\e1,1,,· 

A:.:..lpl 

Ye:-; 

Yet> 

Yr:s 

Yes 

N o 

No 

Yt•-~ 

+/-

-:-

-:-

Yes 

No 

:i.Iaybe 

t,;u 

Maybe 

No 

No 

Maybe 

No 

J\bybe 

Ye~ 

Ye!::i l 
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EXHIBIT 3 

SUMMARY TABLE: ACTIONS TO REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
AND THEIR INDIRECT SOCIOECONOMIC EFFECTS 

Soc 10 - F,;·onom:c: -- ---· r •giunal 
Ene. rg_y 

~ C '. ~Oi) (;rem ;> Act io n Re duc tion (%) Travel T ;. rn e C:o.::St Oit> tnbut io n Saf~ty I .1 r f!!itylc Chan:_!r 

l. Measure~ to Lmµr-ove F l (')W of B us · aC""tuated 2Hgnals 0 O.J Dec r ease G lI1 ,µ r u vt' t\E 

Hi~h Oc.:ruµa.rtcy Vehicl e s .Hus-only lanes Or'l c ity !::it ree ta 0 - 2,0 UecT ease (j l1q..1rove Mir-01· 

Resf'!rved f reeway Uus o r 1.0 - :J , 0 Uecrertse G lrnµ1·uve l\:L!lur 

bus i1.:a q wo~ lan r.~ a nd r a m µs 

Bu!'. priority re~ula. lio n s 0 o. ~ Del:rea,; e G I1:1µru ve M~nur 

at iri t e t·sections 

2 . Measures to Improve Total Improved signa l s y:>tems 1.0 4.0 Decrease G Im prov~ NE 

Vehicular- Tr-aff lc.: Flow One-·""·ay street.::i, re vers iblf': 1.0 4. 0 Oe r·reas;e G Improve N E-:-VIinor 

la nes, no on -st reet parkin~ 

E l iminate unnec:e ::;:; ary 0 - 2.0 Oe1.: n~a s ~ G fmprove NE 
t raffic c untrol devices 

Widening i ntr.rsection 0 1.0 DeTreast" G rm prove NE 

Dr iver adviso ry syotem 0 0.5 De<.:rease G Improve :-.E 

Ramp meterinB, fre e ....,·ay 0 1.0 Oe c re:=1. i::;e G Irn µ r ove '.\E 
::;urveillance, d.ri\•er advisory 
display 

Staggered wor k hours 0 Decrease P R N •· M. tnor/n1ajo r 

J. Mea!:;ures to Increa se Car and Carpool ma tc hing prograrr1s 3.0 - 6,0 :-/E PU / f ' R /G NE N ~~ 
Van Occupancy Carpool public inf ormation 2.0 - 4.0 :\E PUiPR / G N E NE 

I Carpool 1n cent1ves 4. 0 - 6.0 NF: PC/PR IG NE NE 

N eighbo r·hood r :de sharing 0 - 1.0 NE l; /PC /P H. :-.E Minor 

4, Mea~ures to fo1.:reaae T rans i t Service imµrovernents l, 0 - 3.0 Dec reas e G Improve NE 
Patronage Fa t·e re duct ions 4.0 6 .0 NJ-~ G :-SE NE 

Traff ii..: -re lated i n.-:ent ive s 1.0 , . o NE G :\E NE 

Park/ride wi th exp ress 0 ,5 - i. a Decrea~e Fll/C ln1prove N~ 
li us service 

Demanci -re::;pom;ivenesa 0 - 1. 0 De crea .=:;e J'UIG lm µr-ove. l'iE 
~ervic~ 

·-

Et·uuu mlC De v e lopment 
l)1sloca t 1on O1J~iortJniLes 

J\E NE 

Nl::; - M 11:or N~ 

:-,;~ :\E 

:-. E :\E 
; 

I :\E NE 

~E - M. tn or· NE 

l'iE :-i E 

NE NE 

NE NE 

NE NE 

Mino r M inor / ma jor 

NE :vlajor 

NE Major 

NE Minor 

NE NE 

NE MaJor 

:-SE NE 

:-;E ~E - Mfr10r 

:\ E Major 

NE Major 



EXHIBIT 3, Continued 

5. :\lec:1.~uf't'!S lv F:ncourage II alk Pr.de:-n.nan malls 0.5 - 2.5 Decrease PRIG Jmpro...-e Minor NE-Minor t-.1'1Jo, 
anrl 811.,:yclr. ~lode:; 

Second lev~l 3.idew.alks 0 0.5 Decrea.::il' PRIG Jmpr(')v r- :"IIE NE :Maj oL 

Bikev,-ay system 0. ~ 2.0 O~t·rea!:>e G lm!Jrove l\linor NE ~\1.aJor 

Bicy-le storage fac-ilities u - I. 0 NE POipR/G Improve :S.E NE Minor 

l'edestrian-actuated ~1gnals 0 0.5 Decre-a..,;f". G Im prove NE NE NE 

Ricycle priority regulativns 0 - 0.5 Decrea~e G lmpro\/~ NE NE NE 
at intersections 

6. :\'leasures to lm1,Jro"e the Improve r.ffidency of taxi 0 - 2.0 Oec-rea~~ PR .'\If: :'\ E :S.E Mino r 

Efficiency of Taxi Ser,,ice and .;;erviee 

Goods Movement 
lrnµrove e!fieiency of 0 - 1. 5 DeL'rea3e PRIG "IE Minor "i,: Mi11orlm.aJOl" 
urban goods movement 

7. J\.I ~asu re to Re::.trict Tr;;,,ffic :\uto ~free ur traffic 0, J - 2, .°I Jn'-=t'ea'je G [mpro\'c ~t.nor :'\f:'.:-Mi.nor• M-.,tjor 
limited zone~ 

Limiting huurs ur loi.::ativn 0 - J.O Incre.1::;e G Imµrove Minvr/m;.:1jut Miuur/ma.jor NE-"Mi.lJOr 
I of travel 

Limiting fr~eway usage 0 - 1.0 Incre.J:;e G Imµrove Minor· NE NE 
-

8. Transportation Pri1_·ing BT'jdgPs and htghway tolls l ,O - 5.0 NE PU 'iF. '.\ F:-!'-hnor N~-Minor NE 
Mea.i:iure::. Cong~s hon tol Ls and road 1.0 - 5.0 NE PV :\E N F;-Minor NE -.:\'Iinor NE 

t.:vr<lon tolls 

In<' rr:-aserl par-king cos ts O.J - J.O :'iE PL"/Pfi 'i E NF.-M1nor .\'ltnor NE 

ruel tax i.o - 6,0 '\F. PU "IE :S.E NE-Minor NF: 

M1l~age tax 2.0 - 6.0 ~E 1-'J; :"II~: :\E NE-:vlinor "IE 

Vehicle-related fees 2.0 - 10.U NE PU NE 'Ill': ~ E -Minor NE 

~- Mea$ui-es lu Reduce the Nf!~d ruur-day work week 1 .o - o.O NE PH :.E ).ilajur Minor M.JJOY 
to Trave1 

Zoning 1. 0 - 10. 0 NE GiPR ',jl,; .:V!ajor Maior MaJor 

Hvuie gul.lUS Y~~ivery 0 1. u NE PU/Pfi NE Vhnor :-;i,; Mino r 

co.n1,hu1icaho11., suhstit,, t r-s 0 - 1.0 NI,; G/PR "IE Minor M tnor MmorJ major 

lO. E:iergy R~,:; trid iou ~lt:a~i..u·e~ Gas J"atiuning ~rilhout 10.0 - 1~- 0 NE PUiG NE Vli1JOr Mi ri.or-/maJOC' :,;i,; 

transferable t·oupon.::. 

Gas rationini::: with lU.U - ia. o NE PUIG ,F. M.aJor M inor/ major NE 
lra11sft:ral.ilt." t:Qupuul:11 

Restri<.:tiu11 uI quantity 5.0 - 20. 0 NF. PU/PRIG :'\E Major MaJOC NE 
of sales on a geographil"' 
IJaJ;iS 

Ban on Sunday and/or i.u - 10. 0 :'\E P lJ /PR/G :'\E Maj or Mino r/major NE 
Saturday ga.=i sales 

Reduced .i:. peed limits 0 - 2.0 lncrea.se G h11 µ z·ove Mirivr NE NE 



EXHIBIT 4 

SUMMARY TABLE: ACTIONS TO REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND 
THEIR INDIRECT ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 

Hegional 
Eut'!'rgy 

~----'-A:..:c:..:l..:.i"::.;':.:.' ..:.G:..:''cc·o:..:u=-u--·-----1-----·A..c.c<~li~o_n _______ -+ __ H.~r:_duc-tion ('Yo ) 

1. Mea'iures to Improv~ Flow of 
Hlgh Occuµan~:y Vehidt!:; 

2. Me9->:ure,:; lo Improve Tota1 
Vrh1c11la.r Tr;.ffie Fluw 

.l, Measures !o Tncreu-:>e Car and 
Van Oc-C'upanC"y 

4, M easures to fnrrerl.:;c T1~;::ir,!=;i! 
JJatro:1agc 

Dus-actuated signals 

Dus -only l a:ie!:I or. city strr.-r.-t.::; 

Heservet.1 !,·et'!way bu.-; or 
tius / ca rpuul 1ane.s an.:-!. ramps 

Bus priority r·egula.tion!:I 
at intersenicns 

[m~roved ::;:ignal ~;ystr-rr.s 

One-way streets, rev~rs\hlr, 
lane,:;, no on-st.rr,et pa r k i ng 

Eliminate unner:e.ssary 
traffic- con tr•ol <levice.s 

Widc."lina 1:'lterF.ection 

Oriver advisory s y s tern 

Ram;., meter-ing, fr-P.e ·,,,ray 

surv~i llancc, dr·iver advi:::H_;ry 
Jisµlay 

Staggei·ec..l work houri:;: 

Carµool matc hir1g pru grarn::, 

Car;,ool public ir.fonuaUvr. 

C'arpool i:wrntives 

Neighborhood ridr: shartn_l! 

.~e rv in~• in:pr"..wement~ 

Fare reduc tion ~ 

Pa r k/ri.<10. w i th c: xprc::;.~ 
bu:-: s ervice 

Dcmand-rcsp(H)S i\oene.-;-; 

:,:ervi<:t-

i 

I 

0 · 0 . 5 

0 - 2. 0 

l, U - 3. 0 

I. 0 

1. 0 

(J 

:i. (I 

2.0 

-l.O 

0 

I. 0 

·l. 0 

J . 0 

0. :., 

4.0 

4.0 

2.0 

l.O 

ti,O 

·I. 0 

6.0 

1.0 

.l. 0 

G.o 

0. ;i 2. :J 

0 - l. 0 

Air Po~lut ion 

Decrease 

Oecre.tse 

l}errease 

Oecrr.ase 

Decrease 

Dec r~asc 

Oec:rease 

Decrease 

Dec rease 

f>ec:rea:>e 

Det.::·ea::e 

Decre a s e 

Decrease 

l)cc: rP.as'c' 

O ee:r~a !::i e 

Env ir-onmer1ta l 

Noise 

DecreAse 

D~r.r~a se 

Deere as~ 

Dec re-ilse 

Ue-c-rca.sc 

D erre a ;:; e 

Decreaoe 

fJecr-ea:je 

DP-crea!::ie 

Dec1•ease 

Decr ~a sc: 

IJccrease 

Dec rease 

Oecrcasf' 

Decrertsf' 

Oecreas~ 

Decrease 

Dr:i'rca:.;c 

NE 

l.;1.nd l ~~f: 

P..tllt!n,s 

NF. 

NE-:V1inor· 

NE 

NE 

~E-Mi:1oc 

NE - .\-l i nor 

NF. 

NE 

NE 

NE 

NE 

r-,')-; 

NE 

NE 

NE 

N F. 

1tl1no r 



EXHIBIT 4, Continued 

5. Measures to Encouragt'.: Walk Pedestrian malls 0.5 - 2, 5 Decrease Decrease Decrease Minor/ major 
and Bicycle Modes 

Se1_·ond level sidewalks Deer-ease Decrease Decrease Minor 0 - 0.5 

Bi.keway system u.~ 2.0 De!cre~u~ UP.creas.e Decrease Minor 

Bicycle storage facilities 0 - I, 0 Decrease NE NJ!! NE 

Pedestr)an -actuated s i2nals 0 o., NE NE Decrease NE 

Bicycle prionty regulationts 0 - 0.5 :-.E [\I,; Decrease NE 
at intersections 

6. Measure:1 to [mprove the Improve efllciency of ta~i 0 . 2, 0 Decrease Decrease Decrease NE 
Efficiency or Tal(i Service ilnd :Sf'!C'VlCe 

Goods Movement 
Tmprove efficiency of urban 0 - I, 5 Decrease Decrease Decrea~e Minor 
goods movement 

7. Measure to R~stri.ct Traffic A1tto- free ur traffic limited 0,5 - 2. 5 Decrease Decrease Decrease Mi.nor/ major 
'?Orle!J 

Limiting hours or Lo(,,:a l ion 0 3.0 Decrease Oecrea!! e Decrease M wor-/major 
of tr-ave! 

Limiting freeway u:;.ag~ 0 - 1,0 lJecrease Decrease Decrease Mi.nor 

R. Transportation Pricing Dri.dges and highway toll!:i 1,0 - 5.0 Decrea~e Uccrea!le Decrease NE 
Measures 

Conges lion tolls and road 1,0 - G.O Decrease D~crea::;e Decrea!Se NF. 
<.:ordon tolls 

Increased p:irk1r:g costs U,5 3. 0 Dec..,Teas~ Dec::rea;:;e Oec.rease i\E 

Fu~l tax: 2.0 - 6, 0 Uecre;i.se Decrease D~cr~a.se NE 

Milea_crr tax 2.0 - 6.U Decrease Decr ease Decrease NE 

Veh1<.:Le-related fees 2,0 - 10.0 Decrea.::i:e Ue~rf':aS~ Dec rease NE 
u. Measures 
lo Travel 

to Rt!duce the Need Four-day work week I. u ~-0 lncrease/ Dec r ease h•<:rease / Decrea.::i: e Decrea!;e NF.-Minor 

%an.1ng 1.0 - lU. 0 Oecr~ase Decrease Decrease Major 

Home a-oods delivery 0 I. U Decrease [nc rease i Decrease Decrease :--;E 

Communicallons substitutes 0 I.O Decrease Oecreas.e Uecrea.se Major 
l 0. 8nr.r~y Res trictlon ::\'l(>as u re,; G.'"\S ration~t1g withoul 10, U - 2S. 0 Dec rease De<.:t·e <.i.se Decrease Minor / maJOr 

traHsferablc coupons 

Gas J'atwni.ng wi th 10, 0 ~ 2S. 0 Decrease Decrease u~crease .:V!i.nor!major 
transferable <.:oupons 

ne~tnC'lton of quantity 5.0 • 20, U D~crease Decrease uc~rc-a.sc .Maj or 

of sales on a grograJJliit: 
ba~i~ 

Bau on Sunday and/or 2,0 - 10. 0 Decrease Decrease Oecrea~e Minor 
Sat11rrlay gas ~ale.::; 

Re.-Juced -~peed limit~ 0 - l. D Dec rease Decrease :,.P, NE 

Syml>ol NE - No Effect 





CHAPTER III 
PROCESS FOR FORMULA TING PACKAGES 

INTRODUCTION 

The previous chapter presented a list of low cost, quickly implemen
table transportation actions. The purpose of this chapter is to present 
a process for selecting a number of actions to formulate a transportation 
energy reduction package for an urban area. 

A flowchart of the process is presented in Exhibit 5. As shown, the 
basic inputs to the process are (1) the interrelationships of the actions 
and (2) an evaluation methodology, based on a set of criteria for selec
ting suitable actions for a given urban area. A sample matrix of inter
relationships is presented in this chapter (Exhibit 6), as are sample 
evaluation tables, according to selected criteria, for generalized 
small, medium, and large urban areas. (Exhibits 7, 8, and 9). 

Using these inputs, packages are formulated based on an incremental 
approach whereby actions. that are favorable according to most criteria 
and at the same time interrelate satisfactorily with other actions, are 
selected first. These requirements are gradually relaxed in selecting 
additional actions until enough actions are chosen to form a package 
with the desired level of energy reduction. 

The process is illustrated in the development of nine sample packages-
minimum, medium, and maximum energy reduction packages for small, 
medium, and large urban areas. (Exhibits 10, 11, and 12). It should 
be emphasized that the sample tables and packages are for "typical" 
small, medium and large urban areas and thus may not be appropriate 
to a given area. Their primary purpose is to illustrate the process 
which may be adapted for conditions in that locality. 

A package tailored to a specific area would vary due to one or more 
of the following: 1) selection of different or more evaluation criteria 
as significant to the area, 2) evaluation of different i:lctions as favorable 
according to the selected criteria, due to local conditions, 3) variation 
in the matrix of interrelationships due to local conditions, and 4) 
variation in the size of the transportation energy reduction desired. 
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EXHIBIT 5 

PROCESS FOR FORMULATING PACKAGES 

INTERRELATIONSHIPS ACTIONS WHICH MEET CRITER IA 

ACTION 1 2 3 10 ACTION CRITERIA 

1 "" 2 "" z: '-.... 0 
;: 

" c., 
< ."-

I"'-
10 "" -------- ---------------- --- --J 

ACTION 
MEETS 3 OR 4 

CRITERIA> ACTION . NEITHER OVERLAPS 
NOA IS COU'<TE R · 

PRODUCTIVE 

MINIMUM PACKAGE 

1 

2 

3 

10 

ACTION 
MEETS 2 OR 3 

CRITERIA/ ACTION 
IS NOT 

COUNTER-
PRODUCTIVE? 

MEDIUM PACKAGE 

1 

2 

10 

ACTION 
MEETS 1 OR 2 

CRITERIA' 

MAXIMUM PACKAGE 

1 

2 

10 
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Furthermore, it should be stressed that in many urban areas a consid
erable amount of transportation-related planning work has already 
been done. Specifically, an urban area may have one or more of the 
following plans which involve low cost, short-term transportation 
actions: short-range transit development plans, TOPICS programs, 
carpooling plans, transportation control plans to achieve air quality 
standards, and pending air quality maintenance area plans. These 
plans may be in varying stages of implementation. Efforts to achieve 
energy reduction from low cost short-term transportation actions should 
naturally take into account the actions already planned or being imple
mented, and development of an energy reduction plan should be coordi
nated with existing plans and ongoing planning processes of agencies 
within the urban area. In fact, one of the criteria selected for use 
in evaluation might be whether ot not the action has already been 
programmed for the area. 

EVALUATION OF INTERRELATIONSHIPS 

Most transportation-related actions are not totally independent of 
each other, but may have positive or negative impacts on each other's 
energy reduction potential. In formulating an energy reduction package, 
it is very important to consider the impact of each action on other 
actions in the package and, insofar as possible, to incorporate actions 
which interact well with each other. This is particularly important 
if an incremental program is being considered in order thaf each step 
will be a logical and cost-effective basis for implementing succeeding 
portions of the program. In order to evaluate the impacts of one action 
on another, it is necessary to understand the interrelationships among 
actions, where "interrelationship" is narrowly defined as the' 
impact of one action on the potential for energy reduction of another 
action. 

The interrelationships can be divided into two categories: 1) inter
relationships between action groups and 2) interrelationships within 
an action group. The interrelationships which will be discussed below 
are those between action groups. They are most important because 
they reflect basic differences in the ways actions achieve reductions 
in energy consumption--ways which may help or conflict with each 
other. The interrelationships of actions within an action group, on 
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the other hand, are less well defined and more dependent on specific 
local conditions, as some actions may not even be applic;able to a given 
area. 

The sample matrix of interrelationships that was developed is given 
in Exhibit 6. Four types of interrelationships, referred to by the 
symbols A, I, 0, and C. were defined as follows: 

A 

I 

0 

C 

The two action groups assist each other either 
by facilitating implementation or increasing the 
effectiveness of actions within the other group. 

The two action groups are independent of each 
other--actions within one group will neither 
enhance nor mitig·ate the effectiveness of actions 
within the other group . 

The two action groups may overlap in the ways 
they reduce energy consumption, thus tending 
to reduce the effectiveness of each other to some 
extent. 

The two action groups may be counterproductive 
because the objective of one might work against 
the objective of the other. 

To illustrate the thought process that went into developing the matrix, 
a few examples are discussed: 

1 . Group. 1 measures (improve flow of high occupancy 
vehicles), such as reserved bus/carpool lanes, assist 
the effectiveness of Group 3 measures (increase carpooling) 
by increasing the incentive to carpool--therefore, "A". 

2. Group 2 measures (improve total vehicular traffic flow) 
are counterproductive to Group 4 measures (increase 
transit patronage) because they usually increase the 
relative attractiveness of auto mode over transit mode, 
thus decreasing the number of choice transit users 
and the concurrent reduction in energy consumption 
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ACTION 
GROUP 

LEGEND: 

1. Measures to Improve 
Flow of High Occu
pancy Vehicles 

• 2 

C 

2. Measures to ... mprove 
Total Vehicular T t"affic 
Flow 

EXHIBIT 6 

INTERRELATIONSHIP OF ACTION GROUPS 

A 

l C C I 

3. Measures to I ncrr.-asc Car 
0 l I 

and Van Occupancy 

4 Measur-es tv lncrcase 
Transit Patr-on.ige -~ [ 

5. M ea.sures to Encour8.g'.! 
Use of Walk and Ilike I 
Mod~~ 

6. Measures t o Improve lht
Efftc1ency of Taxi ~ervicc
and Goods Movement 

UI 

A 

--+--------!---------+--------

C C (' 

---

I -~ I ,\ 

----+-------+----------

II A I A 

A I I A 

,, 

7 . Measu res to Hestrir.t 
Traffii: 

A 

A - Action Groups which~ each other in reducing ~m:rgy 
J - Action Groups which arc Independent of each othPr in rr.dur.rng energy 
O A~tion Groups which may ov~rla.p or pr~-t'mpt each oth~t-!=i cffer.tiveness i n reducing t:>n€'r~y 
C /1.ctlon (iroups wnlch may he counterproductive to each other in r~<1ur:ing en~r~:v 

B. Transportallon Pridn~ 
Mcasut"es 

9. Mr.a f.u res t o R e<l llt:e the 
Nee<l to Travel 

(I 

A 

10. J·: n t>r-g y Hestriction 
Measures 



that can be expected from Group 4 measures. Conversely, 
Group 4 measures may obviate.the need for Group 2 
measures because they improve traffic flow by reducing 
the number of automobiles used--therefore, 11c 11 • 

3. Group 3 measures (increase carpooling) and Group 4 
measures (increase transit patronage) are working 
towards the same objective--raising vehicular occupancies. 
Therefore, they are not directly counterproductive. 
However, insofar as they attract the same user market; 
they may overlap. For instance, for work trips, if 
the same people would be attracted to a carpool as to 
a park-and-ride system, it would be redundant to 
institute both a carpooling program and a park-and-
ride system in the same area. However, if different 
types of people are attracted to the two systems it 
would not be redundant. The likelihood is that the 
truth lies somewhere between--therefore, 110 11 • (For 
non-work trips, the degree of overlap is likely to be 
much less because carpooling is primarily aimed at 
work trips.) 

4. Group 4 measures (increase transit patronage) and 
Group 5 measures (encourage use of walk and bike 
modes) mutually assist each other because the modes 
are often complementary. For instance, access to· pedes
trian malls is often provided by transit. As another 
example, good bicycle storage facilities at transit stations 
enable trips to be made by a combination of bicycle 
and transit modes that might otherwise be made by 
au tomobile--therefore, r, A 11 • 

5. Group 7 measures (restrict traffic) assist Group 1 
measures (improve flow of high occupancy vehicles) 
by reducing or eliminating low occupancy travel in 
certain locations or hours, thus reducing congestion 
and improving flow for the unrestricted high occupancy 
travel--therefore, 11A". 
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6. Group 2 measures (improve total vehicular traffic flow) 
are counterproductive to Group 9 measures (reduce 
the need to travel) because the 11 need to travel'1 is often 
a function of conceptual options. For instance, improving 
traffic flow may make it marginally more desirable 
to make a trip rather than use a communications substitute. 
As another example, improved traffic flow may contribute 
to encouragement of development patterns which require 
more automobile tripmaking and thus added energy 
consumption--therefore, '1C 11

• 

7. Group 9 measures (reduce the need for travel) may 
reduce the total number of transit trips made. However, 
the potential for reduction in energy consumption of 
Group 4 measures (increase transit patronage) is derived 
from the number of 11 choice11 rider trips diverted from 
auto rather than from the total number of new transit 
trips generated. Group 9 measures are not likely 
to affect the diversion of auto trips to transit trips-
therefore, they are independent, "I". 

The most significant interrelationships identified in this matrix are: 

1. Actions to improve total vehicular traffic flow tend to 
be counterproductive to many other actions, especially 
actions to shift travel away from auto to non-auto modes. 
This is because traffic flow improvements tend to en
courage more, rather than less, vehicle miles of travel. 

2. Carpooling actions and transit actions may overlap 
and thus preempt some of each other's effectiveness, 
depending upon how and where they are applied. 
This is because both action groups have the same market 
for vehicle miles of travel reduction--the single occupant 
vehicle. The degree of overlap depends on whether 
there is existing transit service and whether the same 
kinds of people are attracted to carpools as to improved 
transit service. The degree of overlap is larger for 
work trips than for non-work trips. 
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3. Energy restriction actions and transportation pricing 
actions have similar effects and tend to overlap or pre
empt each other's effectiveness. A clear example of 
this is gasoline rationing versus higher fuel taxes for 
gasoline. often considered as alternatives to one another. 
(A side aspect to this is that pricing actions tend to 
be less equitable than restriction actions.) 

4. Taxi se~vice- and goods movement-related actions are 
generally independent of other actions. This is because 
their potential for reduction in energy consumption 
is derived from more efficient enerey usage within 
each mode. 

5. Traffic restriction actions, transportation pricing actions, 
and energy restriction actions are disincentive actions 
which tend to increase the effectiveness of incentive 
actions, such as transit improvements, walk and bike 
actions, and carpooling programs. At the same time, 
incentive actions provide services which can meet 
the travel demand discouraged from low occupancy 
automobile mode by disincentive actions, thus facilitating 
implementation of disincentive actions. Therefore, 
they are complementary and mutually assist each other. 

An analysis of interrelationships is necessary in formulating a logical 
transportation energy reduction package for an urban area. A matrix 
of interrelationships is a way of organizing analysis results for input 
into formulation of an energy reduction package. The sample matrix 
presented here gives basic relationships between action groups which 
hold true for most urban areas. For a specific area, a similar analysis 
based on local conditions should be made, and a slightly different 
matrix may result. Interrelationships within action groups should 
also be considered, e_specially when thi precise combination and extent 
of application of actions within groups for a specific area is determined, 
although this is not made explicit in describing the formulation process. 

Another interrelationship that should be considered is not between 
actions or action groups but between the twin goals of reducing energy 
consumption and improving air quality. For most actions, these goals 
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are supportive of each other, with the possible exception of emission 
control devices on vehicles. Formulation of an energy reduction package 
should be coordinated with air pollution reduction planning, and the 
transportation control strategies being planned or implemented in 
many urban areas should be taken into account. 

EVALUATION OF ACTIONS ACCORDING TO SELECTED CRITERIA 

An evaluation of individual actions for a given urban area requires 
1) determination of the applicability of an action to that area, and 2) 
evaluation of applicable actions according to selected criteria. 

With regard to the applicability of an action to an area, the generalization 
can be made that the larger the area, the greater the number of actions 
available to it. For instance, taxi and truck-related actions probably 
do not apply or would be of little benefit in all but the largest cities. 
As another example, reserved freeway lanes or ramps for buses are 
not usually appropriate for small urban areas. Therefore, separate 
sample evaluation tables were developed for generalized small, medium, 
and large urban areas, where small urban areas are defined · as having 
a 50,000-250,000 population, medium urban areas as having 250,000-
1,000,000 population, and large urban areas as having 1,000,000 
or more population. However, there may be a great deal of variation 
in applicability of actions to specific areas within the small, medium, 
and large urban area categories . 

With regard to the evaluation of applicable actions according to selected 
criteria, care must be exercised in selecting criteria which reflect 
both areawide objectives and the constraints and concerns of those 
agencies which would be responsible for implementing the energy 
reduction package. The criteria of short lead time, minimal institutional 
obstacles, favorable public reaction, and high potential for reduction 
in energy consumption, were chosen for use in the sample evaluation 
as they include considerations most urban areas would have. However, 
a specific area might use a slightly different set of criteria. For instance, 
minimum legislative requirements, minimum funding requirements, 
or favorable impact on air quality might also be considered as evaluation 
criteria to be applied in place of or in addition to those used in the 
example. 
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The process used in developing the sample evaluation tables for small, 
medium, and large urban areas was the following: 

1. Each action group was examineq to determine those 
actions within the group which are likely to be applicable 
to urban areas of that size. Action groups are shown 
as row headings in the table. 

2. Applicable actions were evaluated according to each 
of the four selected criteria which are the column headings 
in the table . 

3. Those applicable actions which were evaluated as Hfavor
able" according to a given criterion were listed in the 
table under the appropriate column heading. 

The criteria used in this evaluation process are: 

1 . Short lead time -- Although all of the actions considered 
are short term, some can be implemented very quickly, 
whereas others may take up to two years because of 
requirements for legislative action, institutional change, 
or construction. An action which can be implemented 
in 0-6 mon1hs is considered highly favorable according 
to this criterion. 

2. Minimal institutional obstacles -- Administrative, legal, 
and funding problems with regard to implementation 
exist to some degree for all actions, but some may en-_ 
counter fewer or less significant obstacles. Administrative 
problems refer to such questions as whether a new 
agency or branch of an agency is required to implement 
the action; whether coordination between agencies 
of several levels of government is necessary; whether 
the effort has to be monitored or enforced; etc. Legal 
problems refer to such questions as whether legislative 
action by local, state, or Federal government is required; 
whether authority to implement the action exists. whether 
the action is likely to be challenged in court ; etc. 
Funding problems refer to issues such as whether or 
not a source of money exists or can be diverted to pay 
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for the action; how much local money is required; 
whether a referendum to raise money is required; etc . 
An action is considered favorable according to this 
criterion if both a funding source and an administrative 
and/or ·operating agency with authority to implement 
is already in existence or could be established fairly 
easily. 

3. Favorable public reaction - - The general public usually 
approves of those actions perceived to be in the "public 
good 11 which do not restrict personal mobility. However, 
some actions may be opposed by specifically impacted 
groups . Also, public reaction to a given action may 
vary considerably from city to city, depending on local 
conditions, perception of the need to reduce energy 
consumption, or even the manner in which proposed 
actions are presented to the public. An action is consid
ered favorable under this criterion if it is likely to 
be apprm ed of by the general public in most urban 
areas of a given size. 

4. High energy reduction -- Some actions or combinations 
of two or three actions within a group can achieve a 
sizable energy reduction by themselves, whereas other 
actions may make only marginal contributions. Of 
course, the effectiveness can be increased or decreased 
by implementation of other actions. An action or combi
nation of actions which can achieve an energy reduction 
of more than 3 percent alone is considered to be highly 
favorable under this criterion. 

The sample evaluation tables are given in Exhibits 7, 8, and 9. 

It should be pointed out that the results of evaluation are not always 
clear cut. Specifically, an action which is not generally applicable 
to urban areas of a given size may be applicable to a specific area 
of that size, or the facts about the likely effects of or public reaction 
to an action may not be known . 
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EXHIBIT 7 

ACTIONS WHICH MEET EVALUATION CRITERIA IN MEDIUM-SIZED URBAN AREAS 
(250,000 - 1,000,000 POPULATION) 

- · CRITnUA 

ACTION GROUP Short Lead Time Minimal Institutional Problems Favorab1e Public K.eaction 

1, MC"':t:-;ures to lmprvvc 1-·tow of Bus only lanr.s on streets, bus Dus only Ian,e.!'; on streets, 

lli_!!h O~cupancy Ve•1klrA priorit:y· reg11lations at intc rsectionR pede.:stri~.n and t)us-actuated 
signal::s 

2. M('aBurr..s to lmpro"Ve Total Eliminate unneces$ary traffic t-:limina.te unnecessary traffk Eliminate wmecessary traffic 

Vehicular Tra.ffic Flaw contr'Ol device!i. sta~ger~d _work contr-ol devic~s. improved control devices, im,:rovE'd signal 

hOuT"S signal systems. widening inter- syStl':ms, w idening intersections. 

section::s. implement one-w.a.y stagge-red wor-k tiours 

streets. etc~ 

3. Measur~s to lnf':rea:-..1.: Car and Carµoo1 Prug1~r,1: !•ubllc informa.ti.on Carpool Program: Ca.rpO<.J\ Program: 

V3n Ocr.upancy encourage emµloyer prugr-ains, f'ar- Public information., encourage "Puhl ic information. encourage 
pool. 1~1ntc.-hinq guidance, area,. ide employet" programs. c:a.rpool employP.r programs. carpool matching 
C.VQr<lination. c-osts and coov~rii.e11<.:e matching guidance. areawide guidance. areawide coordination 
u1ce11ti.vs:,; coordination, cost and convP.nience NP. ighhorhood ride sha r i n.r 
~eiRhbor-hood ride sharing incentives 

-4. M~asures to lncr~ai:;~ Transit Fare reduc1ion. traffic- r-elated Sr.rvice improvements. traffic- St!'rvice impr-ovements , fare 

Patronage incentives re lat~d incentives reduction. demand rr.sponsive 
service 

s. Measures to E nr.ourage Use of Bicycle stnrage facilitiel,J , bicycle Dil'.yde slora~e raciliti~s Bi~ycle s torage facilities. bikewa_y 

Walk anti (Hkc Modes µriorit_v reRula tit.ms at intersir.c-t 1on5 system. -pedestrian mall( ~) 

6 . M ~asures to lmprovt> the l-:Hi-
ciency of Taxi Scrvke and 
Goods Movement 

7. Mcasur~s to Restrict Traffic 
Au to-free z.o neh) of pedestrian 
mall typir. 

8. Traneportatlon Pricing ...a.rking-related actions, fuel tax 

Measure!i 

9. "'1 easurr.s to Redur:e the !'lleed Four-day work weeK 

to Travel 

o. t-:nergy Restriction Mt=aeures Restriction o( quantity of sale a on 
a geogra.phic al ba~is. ban on 
Sunday and/ or Saturday gas sales . 
reduced speed limits . gas rationing 
with or without trans ferrabte coupons 

Hil'Yh Enerl!v Reducti on StrateE!Y 

Carpool Program: 
Pub lic- information. encourage 
employer programs. carpool 
match ing guidance. areawidP. 
coordination* coat s.n<l 
convenience incentives 

Fare reduct ion in combinat ion 
with service imp rovem e nts 

Bddge and / or highway t otls 
or road cordon tolls. fuel tax or 

mileage tn. pe.r-kin~-related 
actions. vehicle-related fees 

Four-day work week. zoning• 
related chan.feS 

Gas rationing ,-ilh or wit hot1t 
transferrable coupons, 
rei;triction of quantity of sales 
on a 5<!eo~mphlcal basis, ban 
on SWlday and/or Sat llrday ga.s 
sales 



ACTION GROUP 

I, MeasuJ"eS to Improvt 
F1ow of High Oc:rupe.ncy 
Vehicles 

2. Measures to lmprove Total 
Vehicular Traffic Flo,,, 

3. Me3.sures to lncrea!5e Car 
and Van Occupancy 

4. Measur-es to lncre,ase Transit 
Patronage 

5, Meaaures to Encourage Vse 
of Wal~ and Bike Modes 

6. Measures to Improve- the 
Efficiency of Taxi Service 
anri Goods Movement 

7. Measures to Re9tricl T ra. (fie 

B. Tranaporta.tion Pr-icing 
Mea.!:lur-es 

9, Measures to Reduc~ th~ 
Need to Travel 

10. Energy Restriction 
Measures 

EXHIBIT 8 

ACTIONS WHICH MEET EVALUATION CRITERIA IN SMALL URBAN AREAS 
(50,000 - 250,000 POPULATION) 

CRITEl{IA 
Shr.irt Lead Time Mi.nirnal Institutional Problems I Fa.vor,c1,.ble Public H.~a1.:1.ion 

Pedestrian and hn~ ac:tua.teU 
I 1::1ignalti 
; 

Elim1nate unnecessa.r-y tc-a!fic.: Elin1inate wmecessary tra.f(il: Eli.minat~ unnecessary traffic: 
control device~. staggered work control devices, improved coo.trCJ! devices, improved signal 
hours signal syst~ms. widening _!:lySterr1s. widening intersections 

inter ~E'l"' ti<ms. implement one-
way streets, etc. 

Carpool Pro)!ram: J>11hli~ infot·mati.1.>n, 
CarpCX>l Program: Carpo11t Program: en<""'.oura.i;::P. employP..t pro~rams, 
Public information, encourage PJJhli~ informatiun, encouragf' <'arponl inatt.:hin.l!! ~uidanc:e, possibly 
employer programs. carpool employer programs. carpool cost ariJ/ur c<,rnveruem.:e ul<..:enli\•e.;; 
mat~hing gui<lam.:e, possibl)- matching guidanc~ ~elxl1tJurhoo.;J n<lc .c.h..i.nn,,: 
~ost and/or c;onveniencf! in\'.':entives N(':i,:::"hhorhood ride sharlnli{ 

(PE!rhaps service imprnve-rnenta:) Servic c improvements, 
fare reduction, demand resµ onsive 
servic~ 

Bicycle storage facilities Ric:-cle ~torage facilities 8ir:,,·cl~ slorage facil iticas, hikeway 
Bicycle priority regulation!::' at ~ystem, peUe!.t rian ma 11 
inters~ction!'l 

I 
I 

:\u to- r.,....t:!e :1.one(sl of pe d e:·ilr. ,.r1 
ni.ill ty_;>e 

Pa..rking- related actions, 
fuel tax 

Four-day work week 

Restriction of quantity of sales 
on a geographical ha.sis, ban 
on Sunday and/or S.;turday gas 

I ~ales, reduced speed limits, 

I 
g•s rationing with or- without 
transferrable coupons 

·-

ll11?h Vi·.er0 v Reduct ior. Strat~CTV 

I 

-1 

I 

Carpool Program: 
Pubti<.: information. ~ncou rage 
employer programs. c-aq,oo) 
match ing gu idance. po~~ibly 
c-n~t and/ or c onvenience incenti v~i:; 

-
1-'are reduction in r.:ombina.tion 
with .t;et,1i~e improvement s 

I Some form of r~d pricing.,. fuel 
tax or milea ge tax, parking-
related actions. Vt":hicle - rel ~te U 
rees 

F<"lur - day work week~ zoning-
! 

related c hange!:S 
' 

Ga!:S c-ationing with or without 
tra_nsferrahlr. coupons. 
re;;tt:""ict ion l"lf quant ity of salef 
on a ~eogra.phical bas i~. b~n 
on Suni.Jaiy anU / o r Satu rday gas 
sales 

- --



w 
co 

ACTJON <,KOl!P 

1. Measurl!!S to Imprnv~ Flo• 
of High O<.:c.:upanc.v \'ehirles 

2, !\lea~ures lo lnopr(')vf' ·rota.I 
Vet,icular Traffit: \-'low 

:\~ ·ri,:l~aSllrf.'s to [ncrea::,:e Car 
and Van Occupanc..:y 

4, Mf':a~urcs to ln<;rease Transit 
Patronr.1.t:;1: 

5. Measur('S to EncuuC"a,ge U:;e 
of Walk and R,i<,:yde Jvl.:.idt!S 

6. ).~ea.SLll"€".5 ro Improve the 
Effi<'ient:y of Taxi Sc-rvice .ind 
Govd!-3 ).lov~n:ent 

']. Mea.!=;nrrs :.o Restrict Traffic 

.----
8. Transpor:,1,tion Pricing 

!\1e::1.surt:>S 

~,. Measures to lleduL·e th~ 
Nrtci to Travel 

10. Energ-_-. n.est!'lC"tlon l\1t"""a.~urr.;, 

EXHIBIT 9 

ACTIONS WHICH MEET EVALUATION CRITERIA IN LARGE URBAN AREAS 
(1,000,000 OR MORE POPULATION) 

CKITJ<:RJA 

Short L~ad Time ::\1 i.r:.im al 1 r 1.s t it ut ion a I. 01'-'-r-"o-"b'--'I ~_,_nc:'.:c•---!--'-F..:a:..:,·..:o..:.r::a,:.bl:..:e:....!.P..:u::,b;.,l i:..:c_n=~a::.c::.l:..:i::.on:.:_ _____ -+---'-'El'-"i oechc:....::Ee,n:.::e:..:r..,,_~·...:11:..:e::.d:cu:::c:..:·t_,:iu:::nc:_'-'S'-'t ,_,· a:..:t .s.el<o;,_• __ _ 

Ou!:l onl v lanes on s~.rccts. 
b•J~ priority r@gul::llions 
:..i.: i.nter!:lt'Clions. reserv~d 
lanes or r,:1.mp::, ou exiatin~ 
freeways 

Eliminate unne~rs~arv traffi'-· 
.-ont!"'ol :i~vices. sLaaa'ered work 
hour~ 

('.-.q)OOi. ]'.-ci~r'am: Pahllc informatior'. 
en~·c;ui·ag~ emµloye1· program:-;, l·a.rpo0: 
:nalchi~ig ~-.J:.Uar1L"e, areRwide 1·oord t 
nau..on, c-os:s, c-orweiiien:·e i:1/lt.l u·avel 
tirnP. i1w~r,t1vr--s 
1'.'.1:>il[hlmr·hnnd r·ictr sha.rLr,'! 

Fare- !"'educt ion. surr:e tr-af~ic
relatt'd incenti ves 

Ricycle storag~ :"ac-ilities, bH·_yrlf' 
r>rior; :y reP,ulatic;:10 ~ l i.11 lers':"<' ti om; 

Jligh. 0\:('upanc_v. taxi operation, 
r~sld~t ta-xi (:ruising. trut:k loading 
Zt>n€S 

!.im!ting rr"eeway usage 

Pa["kini::;- rela.t.e-rl actions. fuel tax 

f-'our-da.v work Wt!~k 

He~triction of qoantity of sales 
on a geograµhical ba.si.c;. han on 
~unda_v and/or Saturday g-a..,; 
salr.s, reC.uced speed limit~. 
~a.~ rationing with ur without 
tranMf'rahlc coupons 

Bus only lanf's on street!>, re!:lerved 
lant'S or ramp:, on existine freeways. 
pt:"destrian a~.i. trns-acluated signal~ 

t-:l imi.natr- unnel.:essary traffic: coritcol 
d~vic es, ramp rr.~te rin!;f ann freeway 
s11rvP-il~ance, impro\•e<l sij,{na.l systems. 
widening int~rscctions. impl erneut 
nnt;>-way !,tf'~e:.s, etc. 

Carpool f'r-ugram: 
Public infonnd. Lion. enC"OLlra,i::f:' 
rmplo_ycr program::;. cctrµool 
matching guidance. areawide co
ordination. ~nst, conv~mcnce and 
travel time incP.ntivcs 

Sr.rvice impruveml!nts, traffil'
rclatcd incentives 

11icyde :::itorage far.i l iti<-s 

ti i~h occupancr taxi operation 

Eliminat<"' unnecess:;i.Cj' traffic control 
:fovtccs, irr.pr(Jve<l signal s_yatems, 
wir:l.Pning intersedion!::i, ;Jr-ivt'."r 
advisorv sy::;tcms, stap;eered 
work hOurS 

1 C ;,u"JHJol Progratt1: 
I Publi<; information, encout•ai::e Pmp lo.vr.r 

programs. carpuul ma tC-'.lill!A" ~uictanre. 
a-reawidr. coordination 

I 
! 

Service irnpn..>vements. fare rerh1t"""1.ic")n. 
park/ ride fac ili t ies wi th expr ess I.Ju.=; 
=.ervirf'. df':r.1and rc-sponsive servi<.:t! 

Dic.:vdl:' s tora~e frtC"ilH ies, hik~way 
sysi:em, pe t..lestria.n mall{!:.) ' 

Mo!':~. taxi S<"'rv1ce-related fT.f!asures, 
mo:=;: ~oods mQvement relatt!<l 
rnt-asure<:; 

-"\1~1.<i -frl'"r- zune{ s} 1.•l pt:'Lk~: d~n 

r:1~111 iy1,e 

Com't:Jination or hus only lanes on 
street~ wi th reserved lane~ or 
r-amp!:S un existin~ frt:"t>wa.y s. 

C(lmhinat1on of several traffic 
now ir.iprovement!:S 

Carp<Jol Pr-ogran1: 
Publil.: information, encourage
r:mployer program !:.l. carpool 
mat~ hing guidance. Areawi<lt' 
coordina.tion, cost. convenience. 
an,J lravel tirnf' incr.ntives 

r·ar-e redu,.: tiun in combination 
w1~.h scr.-·ice improve:m.e!0ts. pat'kl 
rMe fa~ilitiP.s with express bus ~ervic-t' 

Comhlnation of several truck anc! 
taxi-r~l.at~d actions 

l:\rirlgC": and/ or highway tolls. 
conge::.~ion~ or road cordon tolls. 
furl ;.ax or mileage t<1.x, parking 
rf:'lat.erl act ions, vehide-relah:•U 
fees 

FCJur-day work week, zoning
rel ated change 

Gas rationin~ with or without 
tran~feC"rable coupons, 
restrict ion of quantit.v o f salt:'~ on 
a g<'"ographical basi~. ban on 
Snnday and/o r Saturday gas sales 



Some qualifications made in the process of evaluating actions for general
ized urban areas are: 

1. Bus-only lanes on streets are applicable primarily to 
medium and large urban areas; reserved lanes or ramps 
on existing freeways are applicable primarily to large 
urban areas. 

2 . Traffic flow improvements are applicable to all size 
areas but are significant only where traffic flow is 
presently congested. In general, larger urban areas 
tend to have more traffic congestion than smaller· areas . 

3 . Carpool programs are applicable to all size areas, but 
areawide coordination is likely to be more useful in 
medium and large areas. Travel time incentives are 
primarily applicable to large areas. 

4. Implementing a transit improvement program in some 
small urban areas may require substantial capital outlays 
and administrative action if there is presently minimal 
or no transit service. 

5. As a generalization, carpooling programs require a 
shorter lead time than transit improvements, especially 
where new buses or a public referendum are required 
for the latter . 

6. Walking and bicycling-related actions are unlikely 
to achieve a sizable energy reduction by themselves. 

7 . Incentive actions are more popular than disincentive 
actions. 

8. Small scale auto-free zones, such as pedestrian shopping 
malls, may receive favorable public reaction, but large
scale auto-free zones, where greater restraints are 
placed on auto travel, probably will not. 
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9. The four-day work week may have considerable energy 
reduction potential depending on whether or not a 
great deal of extra weekend recreational travel would . 
be generated . However, the four-day work week may 
not be economically feasible. 

10. Zoning-related changes may be implemented in the 
short range, if the local political realities permit, and 
thus are included in the list of actions. While they 
have considerable potential for reducing energy consump
tion, the impact from these actions is likely to take 
longer to materialize in comparison with most other 
actions. 

11. Energy restriction actions are very powerful tools to 
reduce energy consumption. If implemented, they 
would serve as the driving force behind other actions, 
while other actions would be necessary to make them 
palatable. 

12. Staggered work hours will tend to be effective in assisting 
in better utilization of transit service but may interfere 
with effectiveness of carpooling programs by making 
it more difficult to find carpool mates with compatible 
hours. However, 11flexible" work hours could eliminate 
this difficulty. 

FORMULATION OF PACKAGES 

In order to formulate a logical package tailored to the specific conditions 
of an urban area, choice of actions to go into the package should be 
based on the following: 1) how well an action meets criteria selected 
as significant to the area, 2) how well an action interrelates with other 
actions in that area, and 3) what level of energy reduction is desired 
for the area. 

As stated in the introduction to this chapter, the method for formulating 
a package is based on an incremental approach, where the first actions 
selected are those which are favorable according to most criteria 
and concomitantly interrelate satisfactorily with other actions. 
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Choice of additional actions is based on a gradual relaxation in the 
requirements for meeting criteria favorably and interrelating satisfac
torily, until enough actions are selected to form a package with the 
desired reduction in energy consumption. Although development 
of only one package per area is likely to be necessary, the incremental 
approach allows for implementing additional actions should further 
reduction in energy consumption be desired. 

The method of formulating these packages is illustrated by the develop
ment of nine sample packages. These are derived from the three sample 
evaluation tables for different size urban areas in combination with 
the matrix of interrelationships. For each sample urban area, minimum. 
medium, and maximum packages, representing increasing levels of 
reduction in energy consumption, are developed. 

The guidelines for the formulation of the sample packages are: 

1. Minimum Package -- includes those applicable actions 
which are evaluated as favorable according to 3 or 
4 of the sample criteria and which neither overlap with 
nor are counterproductive to other actions. 

2. Medium Package -- based on the minimum package; 
in addition, includes those actions which meet 2 or 
3 of the sample criteria and are not counterproductive 
.to other actions . 

3. Maximum Package -- based on the medium package; 
in addition, includes those actions which meet 1 or 
2 of the sample criteria. The interrelationships constraint 
is dropped so that all actions which would result in some 
increment to reduction in energy consumption are included. 

These guidelines are examples and may, of course, be modified in 
application to a specific urban area. For instance, a given urban 
area may wish to achieve an energy reduction between that of the 
medium and maximum packages. This could be accomplished by insert
ing an additional guideline to establish a cutoff point in choosing some 
of the more marginal actions . 
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The sample action packages are presented in Exhibits 10, 11, 
and 12. 

Some of the conclusions made in developing the sample packages are: 

1. Carpool-related actions are good candidates for imple
mentation in most urban areas, regardless of urban 
area size or the percentage of reduction required. 

2. Some level of restriction of quantity of sales of gasoline 
or other energy restriction measures would be likely 
to enhance the effectiveness of any size package. 

3. For a low level of reduction, it may not be necessary 
to implement both carpooling-related actions and transit
related actions which tend to overlap. Carpooling-
related actions were selected for most urban areas 
because, in general, they may be quicker to implement . 
However, in many localities some transit improvements might 
might be attainable quickly. 

4. Incentive-type actions which result in a sizable energy 
reduction tend to be selected before disincentive-type 
actions because they usually are more favorable for 
two of the sample criteria--minimal institu tional obstacles 
and favorable public reaction. 

5. Improvements to total vehicular traffic flow should be 
carefully screened because they tend to be counterpro
ductive to several other groups of actions. 

6. Taxi and truck-related actions are suggested only in 
large urban areas where they are more applicable. 

7. The reduction in energy consumption that can be expected 
from implementation of an action or a number of actions 
depends on several local factors, such as extent of expected 
application, institutional and policy framework, existing 
degree of implementation of transportation control strate
gies, and local attitudes toward energy conservation. 
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EXHIBIT 10 

PACKAGED ACTIONS TO REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN A SMALL URBAN AREA 
(50,000 - 250,000 POPULATION) 

-

PACKAGE:; 

AC TrON <; Rot:P )..,} inirnum Pat.:kage f\l edtw,1 }J:u~ kai;;,-e :vlaximum Package-
& 

I, M~asures to Improve Flow 
of High Uccupancy Vehicles 

I 

2, Measures to Impr-ove Total ! Eliminate unnecessary ~ 
Vehicular Traffic Flow t raffic control devices. improved 

::,ignal syst~ms. widening inter-
ser.tions 

3, Measures to Increase Car Carpool Program: ~ Carpool Program: ~ Carpool P rogI"am: ~ 
and Van Occupancy Puhlic information, e-nc-out"age Public infonna tion. encourage Public information. encourage 

employer pr'ograms. carpool employer programs, carpool r-mploy(';'r program£. carpoul 

matching gllidance. possibly matehing guidancr.-. possibly cost matching- guidance, possibly cost 
cost and/ or r:onv-cni~nce and/ or convenience incentives a.nd I or convenience incentive!S 

incentives Neighl.iorhood r ide =,;baring 

4, Measure tn fncrcasr., Transit Fare redui..:tion in 1.:ombination ~ Fare redu~tion in comhina- L±m 
Patrunage with service im(lrovements tiun with servic~ improvements. 

demand responsive servit.:e 

5, Measures to Encourage Bicycle storage facilities. ~ Ricycle stora~e fadlities • ~ 
Use of Walk and l:likc ni.keway systems bikeway system, pedestrian mall 

Modes 

6, Ji.'!easures to Iniprove the 
},~ffl~iency of Taxi Service 
anU Goods Movement 

7. M~asures to flestdct Auto-free zone c.>f ~ 
Traffic pedestrian mall-type 

8. Transportation Pricing Parking-related actions ~ Parking- related actions. ~ 
~easures possibly vehicle .. related fees 

' 
9, Measures to Reduce lhe 

I 
Pvs:i1b! y four-day work week..w 

:--:eed to Travel puss inly ztmi.u~ -1•el,1tert 
d1ange~ 

10. Energy Ileslriction [ .ow level of restriction ~ Restriction of quantity of ~1 Gas rationing with or ~ 
Measures of quantity of sales on a g~o- sales on a geographical basis. without transferrable coupon.a. 

graphical basis ban on Sunday and/or Saturda.y gasoline restriction of quantity of sales on 
sales a ~eographical basis. ban on 

Sunday and/ or Saturday gas sa.les, 
reduced speed limits 

CUI\IULAT!VE PACKAG.t: EN.t:HG' 

I REVUCTJON (PEHCl,:NTO 5-10% 10-16 o/, 16-30 o/, 

•.. ··- -

;,The figure~ given in the boxes in the upper right hand corners arir: r:xpP.cted percent regional energy reductions if only the measures in the box are implemented. 



EXHIBIT 11 

PACK.AGED ACTIONS TO REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN A MEDIUM SIZED URBAN AREA 
(250,000 - 1,000,000 POPULATION) 

·- · - ·- -- - ·-----
PA<.KAGES 

ACno:-,; GrtOUP 1\lmimurn Packaee MP.:1i.um I •;:i ,.:k,~ge . , ~laxlm um Pa.ck age . 
I, ::Vlt!a:Surt!S io lmpt·ov~ Flow Bus only lanes on str~t!!tS ~ Bus only lanes on streets ~ 

of lligh Occupam:v Vehides 

v- - - -
2, Yleasul'es to lmprove Eliminate unnecessary ~ 

Total Vt!hicu)ar Traffic Flow traffic control devices. 
improved Si J!J>al systems. widening 
jnters ection~, t>:taggered hours 

3. ::vlt!asurt!S to Increase Car Carpool P ro({ram: ~ Carpool Program: b.!.7d CarJJOOl Pt-ui.;ri:l.m : l'ullLc r~ 

and '\-'an 0cc upancy Public information. em::ourage Puh1ic information. cnc011ragc : n f1ff nu i,011~ e11cuu raee e n:ploy 

employrr prn~ram~. carpool employer progran1s, carpool matchlng ,..,rv~ri:l:. 1:::. , :..:.:...q,ooi n:iH1'n l r·.~ gu:.<la nce 

matc!liri~ gui<l.ance, ar~awiUe guidanc.:e, area·~ri<le coordination, cost :1rcaw1de coul'Ji.n "1. t ion, t:O.::i lS .a nU 

coordination. cost and convr.nie:nce anct ('.onvemenr:e in~entives cu11veL1t!:H·e lllCl'."i1l ivt"s 

incentives N l" ighhorhouU riUe !:iharing 

4. ::vl~a::;ur~.!:l to Jw.: r~ase Fart! relluctivn in <:umbination ~ Fa.re reduction in combination ~ 
Transit Patronage ""'1th scrvicl'." improvements, with service improvements, 

traffic-related incentivt!'s traffic-related im.:entives, demand 
responsive !'iervice 

:=i, :i,rr.a=,urf!s :o Enc.:ourage 11icyde storage facilit ies, L!.:_.11J Hic y c le storag-e faC'.iltttes, ~ 
\\'alk a nd Hicyl'."lc "'.\-1ode:; hi keway s:y stem l>ikeway systeim. peUeiatrian 

mall(s ) 

6. :Vle a s ures to lmpruve the 
1-<ffic.i enC' .. Y of Taxi Srrvic ~ 
anU GooUs ::\·lovement 

7. Measures t o K.estrirt Auto-free zone(s) ul ~ 
T r affic µeJe "'i tr iar1 mall type 

8, Transportation Pri~in~ Parking- related ~ Par k ing-r el at~:.l actions. ~ 
:ivleasure~ action.!:> possibly bri dge and/or highway 

toUa, possibly vehicle-related fee s 
-------+----~~--- ----

n. Measures to RC':ducC': t.hc Po~~ ibly four-day wor.~ weak~ ~ 
::\'eerJ lo T ravd poss;1t~l y zonu'.~-re1ated <"hangr.s 

110. Energy Restriction Low levid of L"'estriction L1.:d ~striction of quantity of ~J Gas rati o ning with or- without ~ 
~teasures of quantity of sales on a feo- sales on a. geu graphical basis. ban trans ferrable coupons , res tri c tio n 

greaphic~l ba!>is o n SW1day and I or Saturday gasoli ne of quantity on a gr.-ographical b a.s is~ 
s ales ban on SundS.y and/or Saturday gas 

sales . r educed speed lim its 

l'l':V!ULATIVE ENErtGY 
R~:DUC TION (PE ltCENTl 6-11 % 11-18 % 18-32 % 

'The figures given in the buxes in the upp~r- right hand corners are expecld percent regional ent!'rgy reductions if o nly the m easures in the box: are imp lement e d . 



EXHIBIT 12 

PACKAGED ACTIONS TO REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN A LARGE URBAN AREA 
(1,000,000 OR MORE POPULATION) 

-
PACK,\l;r:S 

ACT;O;\° GROl:I' l\l lninmm Package ,. Med ;.1.1 1:1 Pc1 1~,.;<1.~e J\laxirnurn P a r.kage ' 
1. l\·leasurr.-s to Improve }1ow Rus only lanes on strr.,~ts, ~ H11.s only lane:"; on ~treets~ d 

of High Occupancy V~hiclcs rcsel"'Ved lan~.s or ram ps on r-1dstin,::; ref-erverl lanes or ramps on 
freeways f!xisting rreeway s 

?.. MeasurPs ta fmprovf'! Total I Stagg~r~d wor'k h o ll r::: [1 -2°:. j Elirninti.tc unnr.,ce.e.sary ~ 
\'el-:icu\ar Traffic Flow 

I 
traffi~ ~ontt,ot devi C".es. rarnp 
n1eterin~ anct freeway sm·veillance. 

i 
imp roved signal 9_ystems, widening 

I 
int ersection& s tagg~r ~d work '.1uu rs_ 

----- - .. - - -,- ------~ - ·----
[s-12,j (:ii.i.r:,ooL P l ·oi,:; , -a.,,; Pu.Ul it.; ~ 3. Mt!asure!: :o Incn~ase Ca,· C;\rpool Prngrarn: I fi-12% Carp<'.H">l Proi:;r am: 

I 

~ 1nforr:1ar.ic :1, e11L'Ol~rage 
"md \'an Oc.:eupancy Public inf or- rr:e. '.ion. ~ncourage PuUlic informaUon, 1::ncourage 

employer programs~ <:arpoul emplayer programs, carpool matching 
~l)lplo _ye :· 1•r v rsr<1t1Pt,i:, l.d . q ... v o .. n1at(• hinJ.;" 
~u~da:1c!:!, :!re.:.;.wide \'.OOr:.ii r:.1t. ioi: , cu~ l --:> matching guidance, areawide <.:o- guidance. arr.a wide coordination. cost. :.:-.i1 1venie ,wc a nd tr;,ve l :c·11e ~(Jct:0:i : 1,:e~ 

ordination, cost~ convenience and conveni.enc('!, and :rav£>1 time incentive!'. Nei~hbor ht"Jr,rl rid r- :;hari r: L". I travl":l i:ime: incl":ntivr:.s 
-----

4. it~a~ure!:' tu Tnerea~e Fare reduction in 1.:orr:bination ~ Fare reduction in corn- ~ 
Tran.sit Patronage with service irnprov~mr.nts, hination with SCI"ViCl": improvem~nts. 

park/ rid..--: facilitir.s with r-xprl":ss park/ ride fadlities with expre~s 
hus .!';e?'Vil;{', trc1ffiC"":-relateJ Uus service, tra!•fic- rel ated 

' 
incentives inc enli\l es, deman:1 r esponsive 

3€'rvic e 

-- --~-
5. Measures to Encoun1ge Gi1.:ycle storage faciliti~s. ~ ' ~ H'Lc:y~le stnr a~e fa~ il it ie:s. 

Use of Walk and Dike ::Vlodes ·oike:wa_y· sy.; t~rn bikewa_y system* pede~trian 
J!1a1lf s) 

6. l\-l~asures to Impruve tbt! Hi~h occupanc,v taxi l.k..d High 01.:c..'upam.:y taxi LJ.:11hl . Combination of several tr u c k ~ 
Effic-it:"ncy of Ta,i;i Service operation uperatiQIJ.. rest rict 1.:ruising. truck and taxi-relat ed actions 
and Goods Movement loading zones 

7. Measures to K.estriet Aut o-fr~~ z o n~(sl of ~ 
Traffic pedestrian mall type 

8. Tran~portation Pric.:ing Parking-relat ed actions l--1..:.d Parking- related actions, ~ 
Mea~ures p ossibly bridJ;:'e and/or highway 

tolls. pos~ih ly vehicle-rela.t ,r.d 
fees 

9. Measures to Reduce the l'oss,ilJly fou:-- rJay work week, ~ 
Nct'd to 'rrav-el r'u~s1bly .i::o!an6-re~cae:J e ..ia:11-,e~ 

10. Energy Restridivn Low level of ret:trii.:tion l~ Restriction of quantity of ~~ Gas rationing with or ~~.?-.J 
Measures of quantity of sales on a geo- sales on a geographical has is. han without t ransferrable c oupons. 

graphical basis on Sunday and/or Saturday ~asoline restriction of quantit y on a geo-
sales graphical bas.is, ban on SWJday 

and/or Saturday gas sales, reduced 
spe ed limits 

CUMTJLATIVE P ACKAGE F:::-IERGY 
REOCCT!ON {Plcl{CEN'l') 7•12 % 12-20 1r, 20-35 "f<. 

-

* The figures given in the boxes in the upper-right hand corners ar~ expect~d p!:!rc!:!nt ri;ogJonal energy 1·eductions i f unly the 
rnes.suree in the box art:: implemented 

I 
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Thus a range of reduction in energy consumption is 
given. 

8. The total reduction in energy consumption that can 
be expected from a package of actions may be somewhat 
less than the sum of the energy reduction ranges given 
for individual actions in the package. This is because 
the reduction in energy consumption range for each 
individual action is stated exclusive of other actions. 
The greater the number of actions implemented, the 
more the energy reduction potential of an incremental 
action may be diminished . 

The sample nature of the packages presented should be emphasized. 
Using this process, a somewhat different package from any one of 
the samples given may be developed for a specific urban area. The 
extent of application as well as level of impact of each action may also 
vary, depending on local conditions, energy reduction goals, and 
attitudes toward energy conservation. 
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APPENDIX A 

ACTIONS TO REDUCE ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

INTRODUCTION 

Identification of low cost (non-capital intensive) transportation actions 
which can be implemented within a short time includes describing the 
technology, the potential cost, the availability of resources to implement, 
administrative and legal aspects. and the indirect socioeconomic and envi
ronmental effects. The numerous transportation actions which could be 
implemented to reduce energy consumption are described in this Appen
dix. For ease in analysis they have been arranged into ten "Action 
Groups:" 

1. Measures to Improve Flow of High Occupancy Vehicles 

2. Measures to Improve Total Vehicular Traffic Flow 

3. Measures to Increase Car and Van Occupancy 

4. Measures to Increase Transit Patronage 

5. Measures to Encourage Walk and Bicycle Modes 

6. Measures to Improve the Efficiency of Taxi Service 
and Goods Movement 

7 . Measures to Restrict Traffic 

8. Transportation Pricing Measures 

9. Measures to Reduce the Need to Travel 

10. Energy Restriction Measures 

Individual actions within each group are described in terms of the 
implementation requirements and the potential energy reduction. 
Institutional, legal, socioeconomic, and environmental aspects are 
summarized for the action group as a whole. 
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MEASURES TO IMPROVE THE FLOW OF HIGH-OCCUPANCY VEHICLES 

Most traffic flow improvement measures tend to produce an initial 
decrease in fuel consumption due to an increase in average operating 
speed from low to middle range and a decrease in delays and excessive 
queuing. However, past experience has shown that the effects of 
the measures often promote an increase in vehicle miles o.f travel 
(VMT) over the long run. This can result in additional energy consump
tion and may eventually negate the energy reduction goal. One can 
generalize that most traffic flow improvements should not be undertaken 
without concomitant measures to improve and encourage the use of 
high-occupancy modes. 

However, some traffic flow improvements that are oriented towards 
bus and carpool modes can be very beneficial. Among these are: 

• Bus preempted traffic signals 

• Reserved bus lanes on urban streets 

• Exclusive bus/ carpool lanes on streets and freeways 

• Exclusive bus ramps 

The implementing agency would be either the city traffic department 
or the state highway department, which generally have the legal author~ 
ity, the manpower, and the financing capability to implement these 
relatively inexpensive actions within a period ranging from two months 
to a year. 

Bus Actuated Signals 

Bus priority signal systems involve the preemption of a normal signal 
cycle to permit buses to progress along a corridor with minimal delay. 
Generally, this is accomplished through properly located sensing 
devices which detect the presence of a bus and preempt the signal 
sequence, either extending an existing green phase or terminating 
an existing red one, in order to permit the bus to clear the intersection. 
This has an important advantage of moving large numbers of people 
in relatively fewer vehicles. Studies have shown that, in general, 
more time is spent by buses waiting at traffic signals than in picking 
up and discharging passengers. 
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Reserved Lanes or Dedicated Streets for Buses 

This covers a range of actions such as: (1) eliminating a parking 
lane on arterials and reserving it for buses and right-turn movements, 
during peak hours or all day; (2) reserving an existing traffic lane 
for buses; and (3) setting aside a crosstown street or a street section 
for exclusive bus operations. 

The advantage of this strategy is its attempt to segregate buses from 
autos. Buses in mixed traffic are severely handicapped because they 
suffer from all the street congestion while being an inherently slower 
mode of operation. The effectiveness of the strategy depends on the 
level of enforcement and concomitant service improvements. 

An estimate made for the Baltimore area suggests that reserved bus 
lane improvements, in conjunction with transit service improvements, 
could result in a three percent reduction in VMT within central areas 
and a two percent energy reduction in urban fringe areas. (7) In 
Pittsburgh, a travel time ratio reduction from 1. 7 to 1.1 was estimated, 
leading to a VMT reduction of about two percent in the CBD and one 
percent for the region. (10) 

Based on VMT reduction, the energy impact is generalized as follows: 
1-2 percent energy reduction in central city areas, 0-1 percent in 
urban fringe and suburban areas. Factors that affect energy ~onsumption 
reduction are the present level of congestion and expected future level 
of transit service. 

In general, designation of reserved bus lanes and streets does not 
require any legislative action other than local approval. In many 
jurisdictions, the designation of lanes for special uses is within the 
standing authority of the local traffic engineering agency. There 
are no significant obstacles involved in the use of Federal aid system 
streets for reserved bus lanes. Similarly, there do not appear to 
be obstacles to implementation of these measures at the state level 
although the experience varies from state to state. 

Enforcement is essential to the effective operation of reserved lanes 
and streets. Compliance with this type of measure has proven to be 
good when accompanied by consistent enforcement. 
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Exclusive Bus or Bus/Carpool Lanes and Ramps 

This energy conservation measure covers a.range of ac tions including 
reserved lanes on bridge and tunnel approaches, reserved lanes on 
freeways, special bus ramps, etc. They can be implemented in several 
ways: by changing the vehicle size for a lane previously used by 
mixed traffic; by utilizing a contraflow lane for peak-hour travel 
(possibly reverse lane operation) , or by constructing a special lane. 
Both of the first two methods are relatively inexpensive to implement, 
involving mostly striping, signing, and improvements such as portable 
delineators or cones, bus platforms, etc. Generally, contraflow operation 
is preferred because it utilizes lanes which have light traffic volumes 
during peak hours. Street widths should be sufficient to allow continued 
two-way traffic when a contraflow operation is implemented. Construc
ting special bus lanes involves a substantial capital cost and cannot 
be accomplished in a short-term period. 

Enforcement of reserved lanes for such use is essential to the effectiveness 
of this type of measure. In some instances, local law enforcement 
agencies have expressed reservations concerning the feasibility of 
enforcing this type of freeway operation, especially when carpools 
are permitted. 

In most urban areas, state initiation or at least state approval would 
be required for the implementation of reserved or contraflow lanes 
on freeways. In some instances, Federal cooperation would also be 
required for implementation. Depending on the extent of the program, 
the energy reduction could vary from 1-3 percent. 

Institutional/ Legal Considerations 

The local traffic departments would have the authority to implement 
most of the measures in this group and therefore legal constraints 
would be limited to the feasibility of enforcing the exclusivity inferred 
by such measures. 

The technology currently exists to implement these measures and in 
cases where no new construction is required, the capital expenditure 
is small. 
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An important consideration is the interaction of these measures with 
other programs. For example, greater effectiveness of exclusive 
bus lanes can better be achieved if employed in conjunction with the 
development of fringe parking lots. There can also be negative effects; 
for example·, if traffic volume is not reduced by the availability of 
the bus service, exclusive lanes can create additional congestion . 

Federal and state aid may be available to share the cost of such measures. 

Indirect Effects 

Socioeconomic -- A major benefit of these measures is the reduction 
in travel time expected for the high-occupancy vehicle or bicycle . 
However, if traffic volume along the fOU te is not reduced, congestion 
and a resulting increase in travel time will ensue for all other vehicles. 

Many measures related to grade separation for pedestrians and bicycles 
could be considered safety improvements, although exclusive bike 
lanes can present bicycle/vehicle conflicts at intersections if intersection 
priorities are not clearly marked. 

Although some change in driving route may be expected from exclusive 
or reserved lane measures, the impact of lifestyle would be minimal 
and could be considered beneficial. 

Environmental -- Improvement of flow for high-occupancy and low
energy consuming travel modes would probably have beneficial impact 
on the environment if the total level of congestion is reduced. Introduction 
of these priority-group measures alone, without concurrent VMT reduction 
measures, could possibly induce further congestion and sub sequent 
air and noise pollution. For instance, implementation of reserved 
or exclusive bus lanes could induce congestion on surrounding streets 
from traffic trying to avoid these areas. 

MEASURES TO IMPROVE TOTAL VEHICULAR TRAFFIC FLOW 

Traffic flow improvements derive energy saving capabilities by i ncrea -
sing vehicle operating speeds from low to medium. The long run effect 
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may be increased VMT which uses more energy if other methods to 
encourage non-automobile modes of travel are not implemented. 

Some possible traffic operational actions are: 

• Improve the signal system and its operational and phys
ical maintenance 

• Implement one-way streets, reversible lanes, inter
section turning movement restrictions, etc. , where 
they would decrease congestion 

• Eliminate unnecessary traffic control devices 

• Provide driver advisories for parking 

• Widen intersections 

• Provide ramp metering, freeway surveillance, driver 
advisory displays 

• Stagger working hours 

Most of these actions could be undertaken by a state department of 
transportation or highway department and/or traffic departments of 
individual jurisdictions. They are inexpensive and can be implemented 
in a short time period. 

One method of funding for such improvements is through Federal 
programs, such as the Highway Safety Program, or through Federal 
Aid Urban System funding. 

Improved Signal Systems 

Improving signal systems may mean any number of interrelated actions 
including: · · 

• Computerizing the signal system allowing better allocations 
of green time and greater flexibility of adj ustment 
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• Timing signals to result in signal progressions in the 
direction of heavy traffic 

• Making the signals traffic responsive, allowing the 
signal cycle to change based on traffic flows 

• Upgrading maintenance 

The following initial travel time decreases on affected roa~s resulting 
from improved signal systems were found in various cities: (11) 

Percent 

Kansas City 12 

New York 20-40 

London 9 

Toronto 8-37 

Glasgow 12 

San Jose 10-12 

Louisville 1-24 

This results in an average of 5-15 percent improvement in travel time 
which includes an average 10-30 percent reduction in stop/go cycles 
and a 2-6 mile per hour speed improvement. On the average, a 5-
15 percent improvement in travel time could result in about an 8-20 
percent energy reduction during congested periods for an area where 
traffic congestion is a problem, such as downtown areas. Over the 
region, this might mean an energy reduction of 1-4 percent. 

Implement One-Way Streets, Reversible Lanes, Intersection Turning 
Movement Restrictions, Intersection Channelization 

These are improvements to increase the capacity of existing street 
systems and decrease congestion. Most cities have one-way streets 
which increase the vehicular capacity of the street by 15-30 percent 
and result in fewer delays than two-way operation. Washington, D. C., 
is an example where reversible lanes are used during morning and 
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evening peak hours. This type of operation can increase capacity 
20-50 percent and increase speeds 2-6 mph. 

The initial energy reduction resulting from improved operating speeds 
and decreased delays depends on the extent of the programs and the 
current degree of congestion. A comprehensive program in a downtown 
area might result in an energy reduction of 1-4 percent. 

Traffic flow at intersections is frequently restricted because of a lack 
of adequate channelization to handle the volumes of traffic desiring 
to make various turning movements. Improved channelization can 
often result in decreased congestion and decreases in air pollution 
and energy consumption. 

Eliminate Unnecessary Traffic Control Devices 

Most established urban areas contain numbers of traffic control devices, 
particularly traffic signals and stop signs, that do not meet warrants 
for such devices adopted by the Federal and state agencies. Frequently, 
unwarranted traffic control devices result from changing traffic patterns 
and as the result of special interest pressure. 

Removal of unwarranted traffic control devices accomplishes, in general, 
the same result as other traffic engineering im prov em en ts, i . e . , reduced 
congestion, reduced "stop and go 11 cycles and increased operating 
speeds. In addition, the elimination of a single unwarranted traffic 
signal yields an electrical energy reduction of over 5,000 KWH annually . 

Local and state traffic engineering agencies generally have standing 
authority to remove unwarranted traffic control devices. In some 
urban areas, local legislative concurrence is also required for the 
removal of such devices . Obtaining this approval can be a formidable 
obstacle in implementing this type of action. 

Staggered Working Hours 

This energy conservation action is one which requires considerable 
coordination, particularly with major employers within the urban 
area. There are many large employment centers that have the same 
work hours for all employees. This creates extremely high peak hour 
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traffic flows and results in delays and congestion because the demands 
cannot be met by the existing street system. 

A staggered working hours program would tend to spread the number 
of vehicles using the street system over a longer time period, thereby 
reducing the high peaking characteristics within a shorter time period. 
This would result in increased efficiency of traffic flow through the 
reduction of delays and improved travel times along the transport 
system. 

Staggered work hours may be achieved by varying starting and quitting 
times on a company-wide basis, for example, or by allowing flexibl e 
hours for the individual employee. Staggering work hours can be 
beneficial to transit service by reducing the peak period demand and 
spreading it to times when transit vehicles are operating at lower 
capacity. Staggered work hours can have the opposite effect on carpooling, 
however, by making it more difficult to arrange convenient times. 

Ramp Metering, Freeway Surveillance, Driver Advisory Displays 

These are all measures to reduce traffic congestion on freeways: 

• Ramp control measures entail the limiting of vehicle 
entry onto the freeway at a given ramp in order to main
tain a desired level of service. 

• Freeway surveillance techni_ques are designed to identify 
an_d then locate the points from which slow downs and 
stoppages emanate. Once identified and located, correc
tive action can be quickly taken and smooth flow restored. 

• Driver advisory displays are designed to help motorists 
by providing information on congestion conditions, 
hazardous conditions, or to guide them to destinations 
such as parking facilities by the best route available. 

These measures achieve some energy reduction as a result of smoother 
traffic flow and higher speeds. On the other hand, they do not tend 
to reduce vehicle miles of travel and may actually increase it. Because 
of these mixed effects, no energy reduction is estimated. 
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Institutional/Legal Considerations 

In general, this group of actions has a negligible impact on the institu
tional or legal systems. The capital expenditures required are minor 
and legal authority to implement and enforce the measures exists within 
the local jurisdictions. 

Indirect Effects 

Socioeconomic -- These actions result in travel time savings to auto
mobile users, at least initially, and safety is usually improved. 

Environmental -- Vehicular traffic flow improvements can have a limited 
short-term effect on air pollution. However, if additional VMT is 
generated, the long-term effect can be detrimental. 

MEASURES TO INCREASE CAR AND VAN OCCUPANCY 

A combination of measures is necessary to develop a successful carpool 
program. The combination should include: (1) carpool rides matching 
techniques, (2) an informational program to make people aware of 
the program, and (3) incentives to carpooling and/or disincentives 
to driver only cars. 

The purpose of carpool matching is to give people better knowledge 
of whose travel patterns are similar to theirs and to bring them together. 
There are both manual and computerized matching techniques. Many 
situations can employ simple manual methods, especially where the 
program is being developed by small to medium size employers with 
less than 1,000 personnel. This category includes the vast majority 
of employers. Computerized techniques and programs are useful 
for large companies or agencies and for matching on an areawide basis . 
The most widely used program is one developed by the Feden.l Highway 
Administration. 

Public information activities are used to promote carpooling, to inform 
people about available programs, and to help people understand how 
to use the program. These activities include: publicity through local 
radio, television, and newspaper, promotional bumper stickers and 
displays, seminars, and involvement of volunteer groups within business 
and government. 
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Incentives to carpooling and/or disincentives to driver only cars include 
the following: 

• Cost-Related Incentives 
Removal of present parking cost subsidies employers 
may provide to their auto commuting employees 
Parking cost sub,t,idization where employer pays 
for all or part of the cost of parking for carpoolers , 
but not for driver-only cars 
Provision of company-owned or sponsored cars 
or vans (example: 3M Company, Minneapolis) 
Books of trading stamps (for example: Walter 
& Dunlop, Washington, D. C.) 
Allocating preferentiat parking places based 
upon car occupancy without increasing parking 
costs for the carpoolers 

• Convenience-Related Incentives 
Allocating closer-in or preferential parking spaces 
to carpoolers 
Special park-ride lots for carpoolers and bus 
poolers 
Early work departure privileges 
Banning of low occupancy autos in selected areas 
Parking supply reductions with special permits 
for high-occupancy vehicles 
Allocating closer-in or preferential parking spaces 
to carpoolers 
Special park-ride lots for carpoolers and buspoolers 
Early work departure privileges 
Banning of low occupancy autos in selected areas 
Parking supply reductions with special permits 
for high occupancy vehicles 

• Improved Travel Time Incentives 
Reserved lanes on freeways for buses and carpools, 
either with-the-flow or contraflow 
Priority ramp metering for buses and carpools 
Reserved toll plaza lanes for buses and carpools 
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The majority of previous carpool programs were organized by individual 
employers for their employees, often motivated by parking shortages 
or severe traffic congestion. This kind of activity could be an integral 
part of areawide carpool planning. However, in attempting to achieve 
energy reduction and other benefits through carpooling, a major sponsor 
or coordinating agency would be needed. Depending upon local condi
tions, the agency could be the city traffic department, a transit authority, 
the regional council of governments, the state department of transporta
tion or highways, a business or civic group, or the media. This agency 
would develop information related to where people live and work, 
identify potential employers who would be interested in establishing 
carpool/vanpool programs, and coordinate carpool planning with transit 
planning. Such a program is presently being sponsored by the U. S. 
Department of Transportation. 

The potential for reduction in energy consumption due to carpooling 
is substantial. The exact percentage reduction depends on factors 
such as the current auto occupancy, the expected level that could 
be obtained, and the percent of VMT due to work trips (the trips most 
affected) . A Los Angeles study shows that, if the commuting auto 
occupancy could be raised from 1. 1 to 1. 7 and the total average auto 
occupancy from 1 . 4 to 1 . 7, there would be a 10 percent reduction 
in VMT which roughly translates into a 10 percent reduction in trans
portation energy consumption. (26) A carpool study done for the Seattle 
in the downtown area estimated a potential of 11 percent. 

A formula for calculating percent reduction is: (12) 

100 
_ old work occupancy x 100 x 

new work occupancy 

old non-work auto occupancy 
lOO - new non-work auto occupancy x 

work trip VMT 
total trip VMT 

100 
non-work trip VMT 

total trip VMT 

An average energy reduction that could be expected from a comprehensive 

carpooling program would be 8-12 percent. 
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An important consideration about carpooling is the extent to which 
it detracts from transit usage. In corridors served by transit, carpools 
could be competing for the same "auto-driver only 11 work trips. But 
to some extent they may appeal to different types of people. Carpooling 
programs are primarily directed towards work trips whereas transit 
improvements are generally oriented towards a wider variety of trips. 
However, in some areas transit may not be as feasible as carpooling. 
Although they may detract from each other somewhat, the cumulative 
impact is likely to be greater than that of either one alone. 

In some ways transit, taxis, and carpools can be coordinated to achieve 
mutual benefits . Also, transit and taxis are likely to benefit by serving 
mid-day trips for which autos will be less available. 

Two assets of a carpooling program are its ease in implementation 
and the relatively low capital cost required. Current transit systems 
do not have enough peak hour capacity to handle much diversion from 
commuter autos. Most transit improvement programs require additional 
buses, and annual bus production capability is limited and takes time 
to expand. Thus, over the short-term, carpooling is likely to play a 
primary role in efforts toward energy reduction through this readily 
available higher occupancy mode. 

The Department of Transportation has numerous reports on carpooling 
which describe in detail various aspects of carpooling including manual 
and computerized matching, incentives to carpooling, carpool organiza
tion, legal and institutional issues, transit/taxi coordination, back-
up systems, buspools, etc. These reports may be obtained from the 
U. S. Department of Transportation in Washington, D .C. (31) 

Neighborhood Ride Sharing 

This includes such pooled actions as taking a number of children to 
Scouting or Little League activities. The concept may be broadened 
to include shopping trips, trips to various churches or similar informal 
activities which are not covered under carpooling. Conceivably, 
this could become a coordinated program with a central phone bureau 
and posters and advertisements. However, informal sponsorship 
by groups which require meetings might be a more likely possibility. 
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No attempt is made to estimate energy reduction impact of neighborhood 
ride sharing. 

Institutional/Legal Considerations 

Costs of carpooling programs, either to employers or to government 
agencies, are likely to be small. For an areawide carpool program, 
establishing an effective organizational structure in the responsible 
agency would be an institutional constraint. 

Legal questions may arise involving (1) the legality of offering incentives 
to carpooling, (2) the regulatory status of carpools, (3) the insurance 
status of carpools, ( 4) liability of sponsors of carpool programs, (5) 
competition with regulated for-hire modes of travel, etc. However, 
these questions are by-products of carpooling and are unlikely to 
become impediments to a carpooling program. 

Indirect Effects 

Socioeconomic -- Carpooling generally reduces out-of-pocket costs 
to the auto traveler. However, travel time is usually increased somewhat, 
unless travel time incentives are employed. If a successful areawide 
program is implemented, travel time improvements may automatically 
occur due to the reduction in the number of vehicles traveling on the 
transportation system. 

Environment -- A decrease in air and noise pollution may result. 
Depending on the trip-type mix for the area and how much carpooling 
competes with transit operations in decreasing auto miles of travel, 
a reduction in mobile source air pollution of up to 10 percent can be 
achieved. 

MEASURES TO INCREASE TRANSIT PATRONAGE 

A number of measures to increase transit patronage may be considered. 
These include service improvements, fare reductions, park-and-ride 
facilities, demand-responsive systems, bus priority traffic flow improve
ments, etc. Generally, a number of these measures would be employed 
in a transit improvement program. The improvements to be emphasized 
would naturally depend on the type of present services of the urban 
area involved. 
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An important consideration is that many cities have ongoing Transit 
Development Programs, which should be analyzed for their energy 
reduction impact and incorporated into any energy reduction package. 

Energy reduction estimates resulting from transit improvements are 
actually based on reductions in automobile VMT, and thus on changes 
in modal split. For most transit improvements, the additional bus . 
VMT generated is assumed to be negligible. 

Bus, Subway, and Commuter Rail Service Improvements 

Service improvements on urban transit systems can encourage greater 
ridership by making transit usage more attractive. 

Service improvements include: 

• Scheduling -- more frequent service, greater reliability 
of service 

• Routing -- expansion of service to more areas, direct 
routes to reduce or eliminate transfer requirements 

• Information -- better information services for fares, 
routes, and schedules 

• Marketing -- advertising, direct mail, radio, television 

• Passenger Shelters - including benches, shelters, 
and bus loading zones or pull-outs 

• Equipment - new and cleaner buses, cars, or stations; 
air conditioning 

• Fare Collection Methods -- convenient token or ticket 
schemes, eliminate transfer fees 

• Safety Improvements -- police protection, better lighting 
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• Special services such as: 
service to job centers not served by areawide 
transit 
service for handicapped persons 
off-peak shopping specials 
service to sports events and parks 
express services 
service to medical care centers 

All of the above would be implemented by the transit operator, whether 
private or public. Some would require public monies in the form of 
Federal capital grants supplemented by local matching funds. In some 
cases, referenda would be required to pay for the local share of costs 
through bonds or other actions; however, most can be implemented 
at very little cost and will yield increased ridership. Most of these 
actions will be included in short-range Transit Development Programs 
presently being studied or implemented in many urban areas. 

The purchase of additional buses can be a constraint. as many cities 
are presently attempting to purchase buses and production is limited. 
Therefore, an expansion-of-service-related improvement program 
may be more difficult to implement in the short-range. 

The reduction in energy consumption as the result of transit service 
improvements may be estimated from VMT reduction caused by a change 
of mode from automobile travel. Some estimates of VMT reduction 
due to service improvements which were developed for Transportation 
Control Strategies to reduce air pollution follow: 

Percent VMT 
Area Reduction Comments 

Salt Lake City, Utah (11) 1-2 Downtown and peak corridors 

Baltimore, Maryland (7) 3 Central city and urban fringe 
suburbs 

Los Angeles, California (26) 3 Region 
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Fare Reductions 

In some cases, fare reduction appears to have been a significant element 
in attracting increased transit ridership, both from old and new patrons. 
In Atlanta, a reduction of fare from $. 40 to $ .15 resulted in a 28 percent 
increase in ridership, of which about half were previous auto users. 
Other experimeqts are being conducted in Boston; Denver, Marin 
County, Orange County, San Diego, San Francisco, Santa Cruz, Cali
fornia; Seattle; and Toronto. Some no-fare experiments are also being 
conducted, as in downtown Seattle. Promising increases in ridership 
have been reported. Generally, these fare reductions have been 
accompanied by some service improverpents. In part, the value of 
a fare reduction program may be the publicity it attracts to transit. 
In general, increased ridership has not offset lower fares in terms 
of revenue generation, resulting in a net revenue loss. Thus, fare 
reductions as well as service improvements generally require some 
type of public subsidy. Some studies indicate that if the cost needed 
for a fare reduction program were applied to service improvements, 
a greater diversion from auto use would occur. The combination of 
a fare reduction with service improvements, however, seems to be 
a promising tool. 

Traffic-Related Incentives to Ridership 

These actions have been generally described above. They include: 

• Bus-priority ramp metering 

• Exclusive bus ramps to freeways 

• Reserved bus lanes on freeways and at toll plaza approaches 

• Bus lanes on city streets 

• Bus-actuated signal systems 

The energy reduction potential of these improvements is derived from 
decreased VMT due to change in modal split from auto to bus. This 
increase in bus usage occurs because of decreased travel time by 
bus accomplished through the bus-oriented traffic improvements. 
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By analogy with other actions, if a comprehensive program of bus 
priority or bus exclusive traffic actions was undertaken, energy con
sumption reductions of 4-8 perc ent in corridors, 2-6 percent in the 
CBD area, and 1-5 percent regionwide would be a generalized esti
mate. For example, an estimate for the Shirley Highway on I-95 in 
Virginia busway project gives a corridor VMT, or energy consumption, 
reduction of approximately 6 percent. (21) 

Park/Ride Facilities with Express Bus Service 

Park-and-ride actions for transit users may utilize existing facilities 
or require construction of new parking lots. Existing facilities that 
might be utilized are stadium and shopping mall parking lot s to be 
accompanied by express bus service and/or reserved bus lane operations 
Traffic and highway departments would be involved if buses were 
given special roadway privileges; city and regional government agencies 
would be involved in coordination, and implementation funding can 
come from local, state and Federal sources. In general, unless exclusive 
bus lanes are specially constructed or new parking facilities built, 
costs are relatively low. 

VMT reductions due to the park-and-ride strategy translates into 
a relatively small energy consumption reduction, because the park
and-ride strategy reduces the straight running portion of the ride 
as opposed to the 11 cold start11 portion of a trip. Since the 11cold start11 

portion of a trip requires more BTU/VMT than the running portion 
of the trip, the percent reduction in energy consumption is decreased 
slightly from percent decrease in VMT . 

An estimate for Seattle indicates a four percent energy consumption 
reduction in corridors to the CBD and a two percent reduction in the 
CED, resulting in a 1-2 percent reduction overall from park-and-ride 
actions. An estimate for Pittsburgh gives a one percent travel decrease 
in corridors to the CBD and in the CBD. For Los Angeles, a regional 
reduction of 2. 5 percent is estimated for a hypothetical busway system 
on all freeways with extensive park-and-ride facilities. (12, 10, 26) 

Thus, the impact of this strategy varies with the extent of the park
and-ride-express bus service system and with the amenability of 
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the area to such service. A generalized figure for the CED would 
be 3-5 percent energy consumption reduction and . 5-2. 5 percent 
for the region. 

Demand-Responsive Systems 

Potential actions include: 

• Demand-responsive operation of feeder bus routes 

• Demand-responsive high occupany operation of taxis 

• Demand-responsive operation of a pool of vehicles for 
all social service agencies in the area including hospitals, 
welfare agencies, day care centers, etc.; this pool could 
have vehicles and operators tailored to needs of elderly 
and handicapped persons 

• Dial-a-bus systems with manual or computerized dispatching 
systems, usually for low to medium density areas, can 
provide special services and be equipped to handle needs 
of elderly and handicapped persons 

These would be implemented by the transit operator, taxi operators, 
and the agencies involved. All require some initial funding, with 
some systems requiring costly computerized systems, as well as good 
organization and management. In general, on bus demand-responsive 
systems revenues generated are not sufficient to cover costs. 

The energy consumption reduction potential is related to the new riders 
diverted to the transit feeder routes. Consolidation of agency services 
can also reduce fuel usage as fewer trips are made by agency vehicles. 

Overall Energy Impact 

To some extent, the various transit improvements do complement each 
other, for example, fare reductions generally require some service 
improvements, and park-and- ride-express bus service are enhanced 
by reserved or priority bus traffic operations. However, the cumu
lative energy reduction may be somewhat less than the sum of the 
individual reductions. 
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There is also a limit to the amount of energy reduction potenti al possible 
from "incentive-type" strategies alone, such as transit improvements, 
without concomitant 11 stick-type" disincentives to automobile use . 
All of the estimates above have been made under the assumption of 
no particular auto disincentive strategies. These strategies would 
naturally enhance the impact of the 11 incentive-type" strategies to 
higher vehicle occupancy modes. 

A rough estimate of the maximum energy reduction from transit improve
ments without disincentives to auto use is 8-10 percent. As discussed 
earlier, a concomitant carpooling program might reduce the potential 
energy reduction of transit improvements; however, the cumulative 
reduction of the two would be greater than either alone. 

Institutional/Legal Considerations 

In general. measures to increase transit patronage have minimum 
institutional or legal constraints. The legal authority exists in the 
local highways or transit operations departments and they requi re 
no enforcement. The technology is currently available and the only 
question is one of cost-effectiveness. However, local referenda may 
be required to approve taxation or allocation of funds to pay for local 
shares of some improvements. 

Major increases or improvements in service will require additional 
buses or transit vehicles which requires some capital expenditure 
and lead time for procurement and manufacture. 

Demand-responsive systems can have special value for particular 
groups in the population, e.g .. handicapped, elderly, or sick ~er sons. 

Indirect Effects 

Socioeconomic -- Travel time savings to transit riders may result from 
service and travel time improvements. Fare reductions would result 
in some cost redistribution. If substantial patronage is generated 
due to a particular new facility, economic development arou nd the 
facility may occur. 
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Environment - - Increases in transit patronage can provide a 1-10 percent 
decrease in automotive emissions, again providing the interaction 
with carpooling is considered. 

The park-and- ride facilities present some question as to their resultant 
local versus regional environmental impact. On a regional scale, 
they provide some benefit; however, they can create local congestion 
and resultant pollution problems and should be carefully located. 
The proliferation of very large lots or bus terminals would be an extreme 
example of a detrimental effect of such measures. 

MEASURES TO ENCOURAGE WALK AND BICYCLE MODES 

Walking and bicycling are modes that, until recently, have received 
little attention as alternates to the use of automobiles. Experience 
with these alternate modes of travel suggests that cost-effective measures 
to promote their use can be undertaken. 

Four measures to encourage walking and the use of bicycle can be 
identified: 

• Provision of facilities for pedestrians and bicyclists 

• Modification of regulations to encourage walking and 
bicycling 

• Enhancement of the 11 image'1 of these modes as desirable, 
healthful, and enjoyable activities 

• Emphasis of the cost savings involved in the use of bicycles 
and walking 

Some of the more specific measures included in these categories are 
described in the following sections. 

Pedestrian Malls in High Activity Centers 

Pedestrian malls have generally been designed to create areas where 
the pedestrian was free to leisurely stroll or to move more purpose
fully in a pleasant and safe environment. The malls range in types 
from those in large regional shopping centers to existing streets 
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from which all vehicular traffic has been banned. In the latter case, 
benches, trees, and other plantings have been added to enhance a 
parklike atmosphere without detracting from the opportunities for 
access to commercial properties which bound the mall. 

Well designed malls can be created with relatively low capital outlay 
where existing streets are utilized or they can be expensive depending 
upon the degree of refinement of the environment with benches, trees, 
and plantings. 

The shopping center and other types of malls are usually created as 
an integral part of a major commercial development where the pedes
trian environment is a primary concern. The evolution of underground 
walkways in cities such as New York and Philadelphia into mall-like 
areas has also proven to be highly successful and an inducement to 
the pedestrian to use them in short CBD trips. 

Second Level Pedestrianways 

Probably the most costly of the methods for the encouragement of 
pedestrian activities, these systems are finding application in many 
large cities. New York City, Montreal, and Philadelphia have extensive 
underground systems of pedestrianways connecting major CBD buildings 
with underground transportation terminals. In addition, the pedestrian
ways are lined with small shops and even department stores and theaters 
to create a mall atmosphere completely sheltered from weather and 
vehicular traffic. Cincinnati and Minneapolis have connected many 
large CBD buildings with above ground pedestrianways which run 
above the existing sidewalk or simply building to building at midblock 
points. 

Pedestrian Actuated Traffic Signals 

Pedestrian actuated traffic signals are in widespread use in urban 
areas. Their use can be expanded to new intersection locations and 
midblock locations, where warranted, to increase efficiency of traffic 
flow in areas of high pedestrian concentration. 
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Bicycle Priority Regulations at Intersections 

This _would give the bicyclist the priority at intersections. Specific 
measures include enactment of a "Yield to Bicycle 11 ordinance at selected 
locations, traffic signal equipment capable of being actuated by bicycles 
or their riders, or ''All-Red" signal intervals to permit bicycle cross
ir.gs in a_ll directions. These measures would require special lanes 
and/or ordinances in order to adequately enforce such operation. 
They could be incorporated into a program to encourage bicycling 
within the urban area. 

Bikeway Systems 

Many cities are currently engaged in a process of seeking locations 
where bikeways can be developed. The assignment of existing street 
space is one possibility that appears to have the best likelihood of 
success despite institutional, safety, and technical problems now 
being examined. 

Construction of new facilities on utility rights-of-way or easements 
is a possibility that is being considered in areas where such routing 
may serve the demand. Paving costs for such facilities tend to be 
low compared to street and highway paving but presently there are 
no methods for assessing user costs other than through licensing fees. 

Bicycle Storage Facilities 

The provision of bicycle storage facilities in the vicinity of major 
trip end locations in CBDs and at transit stations is one important 
method for encouraging bicycle use. Some European cities have provided 
bicycle racks on buses, an added inducement to bicycle users. 

Energy-Impact of Walk/Bicycle Measures 

As yet, there is little experience to indicate the potential for converting 
automobile tripmaking to walk or bicycle modes in the U.S. In Holland 
and China, bicycling is the predominant mode in urban areas. In 
some countries, walking is the predominant mode. However, urban 
areas in the U.S. have lower densities in general and have automobile
oriented land use patterns which are not as amenable to walk and 
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bicycle tripmaking. The magnitude of the facilities and the change 
in public orientation indicates a relatively small impact over the short
term--perhaps 0-2 percent. 

Second level sidewalks can also be considered as traffic flow improve
rnen t methods but with slight energy reduction possibilities. 

Institutional/Legal Considerations 

Within this group of measures. the vehicle-free or pedestri an mall 
concept and creation of bikeways are the elements with the greatest 
impact on the institutional/legal system. 

The mall concept may create litigation problems by denying vehicular 
access to the area. It may also create problems with the goods delivery 
system, au to-oriented business, and transit service. Although there 
are no technical problems with the creation of the mall, the inadequacy 
of side streets to handle the diverted traffic may create problems. 
Some capital costs are incurred with the creation of a mall. 

Bikeways create problems only to a very minor extent during the initial 
stages when local regulations may have to be altered and some capital 
cost may be incurred by the necessity to improve local streets to make 
them safe for bikeways. The negative reaction of motorists to the 
creation of bikeways can be alleviated by careful planning and con
struction to avoid vehicle/bicycle conflicts . 

Indirect Effects 

Socioeconomic -- If bikeways and pedestrian facilities are poorly planned, 
they can create additional vehicle conflicts and congestion. 

The creation of pedestrian malls could induce economic dislocation 
for some auto-oriented business; however, experience has shown 
they are generally favorable to retail establishments in the area in 
terms of sales. 

Environment -- In general, implementation of walk and bicycle-related 
measures will result in reduction in noise and air pollution. 
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IMPROVE THE EFFICIENCY OF TAXI SERVICE AND GOODS MOVEMENT 

These actions are generally related to trips in congested downtown 
areas where efficiencies can be implemented to reduce vehicle idling 
cruising, or miles of travel per person trip. 

Taxi Service 

Fuel efficiencies may be effected for taxicabs by: 

• Requiring or encouraging more fuel efficient vehicles 

• Restricting cruising, thus reducing VMT 

• Encouraging higher occupancy of taxis 

• Encouraging jitney or similar para -transit services 

Promoting more fuel efficient taxis could include encouraging or requir
ing taxi owners or companies to drive smaller, more efficient vehicles. 
In some areas this would require a change in regulations. The impact 
of this action would probably take several years to fully materialize, 
as the measure would most likely apply only to new vehicles . However, 
taxi turnover is more rapid than the private auto population. 

Another approach being employed in several urban areas, to reduce 
air pollution, is the conversion of taxis or other fleet vehicles to 
gaseous fuels such as liquified natural gas (LNG), liquified petroleum 
gas (LPG), or compressed natural gas (CNG) . For fleet operations 
these propellants have proven to be cost-effective; they are, however, 
in short supply in many urban areas. 

In some cities a taxi regulation restricting the time or place of cruising 
(which means a taxicab driver is merely driving around waiting 
to be hailed by a passenger) has been imposed. Such a restriction 
will, of course, reduce VMT but should be accompanied by provision 
of adequate taxi stands or staging areas in which an empty cab is 
required to wait, unless the area is fully occupied. 

Another approach is to enforce a limit of the ratio of total mileage 
to service mileage. The success of such schemes requires careful 
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planning, discussion, and involvement of taxi owners and drivers, 
as well as enforcement. 

A related measure would be to prohibit taxis from idling, or running 
the engine while awaiting a fare. Generally drivers do idle the engine 
for heat or air conditioning, or to listen to the radio, thus this measure 
would also require enforcement to be effective. 

In some cities taxis are not permitted to pick up additional passengers 
while servicing a customer. Permitting and even encouraging this 
practice can be effective in reducing VMT. Permitting higher occupancy 
may result in a somewhat lower level of service; also, people will 
often refuse to share a cab with strangers, particularly if the time 
or cost will be extended to serve additional passengers. Fare schedules 
may require adjustment to accommodate this practice; in general the 
driver would have higher earnings. 

In cities where transit service cannot be rapidly expanded or where 
there is an intensive travel corridor along a main arterial, jitney 
service may be encouraged to respond to latent demand. Jitneys have 
more flexible stops than transit and are generally privately owned 
and operated. Usually a single fare is charged no matter what the 
distance and the user is assured of frequent service. In many areas 
there may be objections to jitney services as competition to both taxis 
and transit. Most cities require licensing of such services; however, 
some operate on a "black market11 basis. 

Similar para transit reduction impact of taxi-related strategies depends 
on whether taxis are a significant mileage factor in the area under 
consideration and on the current type of operation. Generally, the 
most significant impact would be in downtown areas of large cities. 
Any restriction of taxicab operations will likely bring opposition 
from taxi operators. 

On a regional level, the generalized estimate of energy consumption 
reduction developed by taxi-related strategies would be 0-2 percent. 
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Urban Goods Movement 

Goods movement related actions include: 

• Changing the hours of goods delivery 

• Instituting more or longer truck loading zones 

• Providing terminals for consolidating merchandise 

• Rerouting of through trucks where VMT would be reduced 

• Providing rail or utility channels in subway utilization 
where possible 

All of the above apply most specifically to downtown areas of larger 
cities. 

Adjusting the hours of goods delivery, particularly restricting such 
delivery to night time hours could result in considerable fuel savings 
by reducing idling time and affording more direct routes. However, 
merchants and truckers generally view this as an onerous measure. 
One modification that is more pallatable and has been applied in many 
areas is to restrict loading hours to the off-peak daylight hours. 

Several of the measures, such as loading zones and routing, are 
related to TOPICS type improvements, and should be considered in 
conjunction with other traffic flow improvements. Provision of terminals 
and other techniques require a longer implementation time and direct 
participation of the private sector. 

A generalized estimate of the energy consumption reduction of goods 
movement measures is 0-1 percent. 

Institutional/ Legal Considerations 

These measures are generally most effective for high density urban 
areas; therefore, implementation, operation, and cost would be at 
the local level, with some Federal funding assistance for TOPICS type 
measures. Although legal authority for these measures generally 
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exists at the local level, some changes in regulations would be required 
to implement specific measures and opposition may be expected from 
special interest groups. If regulations are issued as restrictions, 
enforcement would be difficult. 

Indirect Effects 

Socioeconomic -- Measures requiring more fuel efficien t taxis represent 
a savings to the taxi driver or company and if implemented at the point 
of turnover, may meet little opposition. Taxi companies may also 
oppose some taxi efficiency measures such as encouraging jitney service 
and restricted cruising as being detrimental to their business. 

Increasing the efficiency of urban goods movement could have a signi
ficant improvement on travel time in cities where delivery vehicles 
are unloaded on the local streets. However, questions of safety and 
economic disruptions to the drivers of such vehicles are posed by 
such measures as nighttime goods delivery. It should be noted that 
goods movement improvements can be an adjunct to achieving higher 
transit ridership in the downtown area. 

Environmental -- Taxi efficiency and goods movement improvement 
measures have been proposed as a means of reducing air pollution 
in major cities. By removing delivery and construction truck traffic 
from rush hour traffic periods, congestion may be relieved and some 
noise reduction could be achieved. Nighttime goods delivery measures, 
however, may shift the localized noise problem to the evening delivery 
hours, thus disturbing residential areas. 

MEASURES TO RESTRICT TRAFFIC 

This category described measures to discourage vehicle miles of travel 
by restraints on where and when the vehicles themselves are permitted 
to travel. Three types of measures to restrict traffic are: 

• Creating zones where auto usage is banned or limited 

• Limiting hours and location of travel 

• Limiting freeway usage 
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Vehicle-Free or Traffic Limited Zones 

Vehicle-free zones generally ref er to closing off a limited area in a 
heavily trafficked commercial district to autos and trucks. There 
are over 100 cities in the world which have banned traffic from portions 
of their central cities. Most of these cities are in Europe where popula
tion densitites are higher and people are more accustomed to using 
bicycle, pedestrian, and transit modes. In the U.S., the major examples 
of such zones have been shopping malls. 

The impetus behind most of these zones is to eliminate an ever-increas
ing level of traffic congestion which leads to high air pollution, noise, 
safety, and unpleasantness levels. There were questions as to whether 
the pedestrian malls would result in less sales and therefore commercial 
viability in the area. Experience indicates that the economic viability 
has not been threatened and has in fact improved in many locations. (3) 

Provisions need to be made for rerouting of through traffic, necessary 
goods movement in the area, improved transit access to the area, 
and in some cases parking structures on the fringes. 

The size of such zones has been fairly small. It is argued that their 
impact is also small except with regard to preservation of their own 
environment. 

Gothenburg, Sweden, is an example of an area where an attempt was 
made to restrict unnecessary traffic. In this case, autos were not 
banned, but the city was divided into sectors, and vehicles were not 
allowed to cross sector lines. Through traffic was rerouted . This 
resulted in: elimination of traffic congestion, less travel in the area, 
more distance traveled by through traffic at higher speeds, and better 
performance by transit vehicles in the CBD. However, it is significant 
that Gothenburg is a relatively small city which is well served by 
transit. 

· It is important to realize that auto restricted zones can vary widely 
in scale and need not mean a total ban on cars. 

What is the energy saving potential? Prohibiting or discouraging 
the use of the auto in certain zones would reduce VMT and therefore 
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energy consumption in that zone. This energy r eduction must be 
counterweighed with increased VMT due to rerouting of through traffic 
in the area and shifts in tripmaking to non-restricted areas. Experience 
indicates that, however, tripmaking to the area does not decrease, 
but may r esult in a resurgence in the popularity of the area. This 
would depend on the provision of better transit service or parking 
areas on the periphery. As to increased VMT due to rerouting of 
traffic, experience indicates that this n eed not be significant if the 
rerouting is designed well. However, energy consumption is usually 
improved due to less idling and stop- and-go-traffic. 

In Los Angeles, a reduction of O. 6 p e rcent regional VMT from making 
part of the downtown business area into an auto-free zone is estimated. 
This would r equire extensive changes in parking and land use patterns. 
If several downtown areas in the region were involved, however, 
the regional energy reduction would be greater. (26) 

The potential for energy reduction through small scale auto-free zones 
is small, whereas large scale auto-free zones in the U.S. might require 
a great deal of land use or institutional change, unless attitudes toward 
the change are favorable . Therefore , the generalized estimate for 
energy consumption reduction potential through auto-restricted zones 
is O. 5-2. 5 percent. 

Limit Hours and Location of Travel 

Limit Vehicle Travel to Certain Hours - - Under this measure, vehicle 
travel would be limited to certain hours . This measure would be en
forced by id entification of vehicles by means of stickers, license 
tag designations, and others. 

lt is not likely that this measure would achiev·e significant reductions 
in total VMT; however, this measure could be effective in shifting 
some VMT from high- congestion time periods to those of lower congestion, 
thus reducing peak period travel. 

:V1ajor implementation obstacles related to this measure include the 
establishment of priority for the issuance of permits, and the enforce
ment of the travel restrictions. 
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In the absence of any such program, estimates of energy reduction 
effectiveness are difficult. Such a program would tend to be more 
effective as a part of a comprehensive vehicle limitation/transit improve
ment program. 

Daily License System - - This refers to a form of road pricing whereby 
vehicles would be banned from a given area, such as a CBD unless 
a license valid for one day only had been purchased. Licenses would 
be sold at certain types of stores or from vending machines. Differential 
prices could be charged to different kinds of vehicles. The purpose 
of such a scheme would be to discourage travel in the area; however, 
it might result in additional travel in circumventing the area. It 
would have no predictable energy reduction impact and would be very 
hard to implement. 

Limiting Freeway Usage 

Freeway Ramp Use by Permit Only -- The operation of this measure 
would be similar to that of ramp metering, discussed previously in 
this appendix. An added degree of sophistication can be attained, 
since freeway entry by permit would allow some establishment of 
priority among potential freeway users. For example, permits could 
be issued first to those who could demonstrate the greatest need (inflexible 
working hours, no transit service alternative, etc.) . Major drawbacks 
of this measure include difficulties in establishing permit issuance 
priorities and in enforcement of an on-going program. 

Another example would be permitting only high occupancy usage (buses 
and/ or carpools) on freeways during morning and/ or evening peak 
hours. Major drawbacks here would be public acceptance and enforce
ment. Effectiveness of this type of measure is similar to that of freeway 
metering with priority bus operation, discussed elsewhere in this 
appendix. 

Close Freeway Ramps During Certain Hours -- This measure is, in 
reality nothing more than freeway metering, with the closed ramps 
having a metering rate of zero vehicles per hour. Effectiveness is 
the same for the freeway metering, and costs are somewhat less, since 
sophisticated speed and volume sensing equipment is not required. 
This measure could actually increase VMT as a result of circuitous 
travel by motorists to find freeway access. 
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Institutional/Legal Considerations 

The impact of vehicle-free zones or pedestrian malls on the institutional 
structure is minimal if they are restricted to small-scale areas. Subarea 
or regional scale restrictions of vehicles would have marked institutional 
and socioeconomic ramifications. Long-term planning for adequate, 
efficient transportation and goods movement could make larger vehicle
free areas more realistic; however, the capital investment would be 
major and would require a major reassessment of community priorities. 

Limitations of vehicle travel by location or time can only be effective 
if alternative modes of travel are provideci~In the absence of sufficient 
alternative modes, vehicles would attempt to circumvent the restrictions 
creating travel pattern disruption, congestion and enforcement problems . 
If permit systems are used to limit vehicle travel, the major problem 
becomes one of determining a justifiable priority system for issuing 
permits. 

Indirect Effects 

Socioeconomic -- Travel restrictions can have severe socioeconomic 
implications in terms of life-style alterations, travel pattern disruption, 
possible economic dislocation where income is dependent on travel, 
etc. However, when combined with transit improvements, alternative 
mode incentives, and an adequate public information system, the severity 
of impact can be markedly reduced. If these restrictions are limited 
to downtown areas and alternatives are not adequate, this would be 
an inducement for more downtown businesses to flee to the suburbs, 
removing the tax base which would support transit improvements. 

Environmental -- It is likely that the air quality and noise level in 
the restricted area or time period would be improved, but to the extent 
that restrictions encourage circumvention, the problem would simply 
be relocated or spread over other time periods. Where additional 
VMT or trips are generated, or side street congestion is increased, 
the regional impact of such restrictions could be detrimental. 

TRANSPORTATION PRICING MEASURES 

Transportation pricing can lead to a reduction of vehicle miles of 
travel in basically two manners: 
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• By reducing the cost of other modes, relative to that 
of the automobile 

• Raising the relative cost of automobile operation 

The first category of measures is discussed elsewhere in this appendix, 
particularly in the sections on promoting higher occupancy modes. 
The measures discussed in this section deal primarily with increasing 
the cost of automobile operation. 

Pricing measures can apply to the journey,. to the cost of parking, 
or to the auto. Pricing can affect the direct out-of-pocket cost of 
travel, or be in the form of one-time or annual charges. 

In general, automobile pricing measures represent a powerful means 
of altering travel behavior. At the same time, these measures tend 
to be highly unpopular and, consequently, tend to have serious imple

mentation obstacles. 

Bridge and Highway Tolls 

The most direct method of attempting to influence travel behavior through 
pricing is through the application of tolls. A limited number of tolls 
have been implemented expressly for the reduction in traffic. The 
experience with these tolls suggests that they can produce meaningful 
shifts of travel to carpools and transit modes. 

Disadvantages in the use of tolls as a means of reducing travel include: 

• Limited App Ucation Opportunities -- Some facilities do 
not lend themselves well to toll operation. Furthermore, 
toll operation is not permitted on some highways. 

• Traffic Diversions -- These can be unpredictable and 
may actually involve an increase in total vehicle miles 
of travel. 

• Undesirable long-range land use patterns may be encouraged. 
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Bridge and tunnel tolls may be more effective in appropriate corridors 
because it is difficut to circumvent them by transferring to a non-
toll route. 

The energy reduction impact of bridge and highway tolfs is derived 
primarily from diverting trips from auto to transit mode and, second
arily, from discouraging tripmaking. With regard to modal split, 
typical models indicate a O. 2-0. 4 percent increase in transit use for 
each cent of toll for CBD and fringe CBD travel. As an example of 
a toll/pricing situation: when bridge tolls on the San Francisco-Oakland 
Bay Bridge were reduced for 3 or more person carpools, the number 
of such carpools during peak periods increased from 1,000 to 1, 800. 

A generalized estimate for energy reduction impact is 5-10 percent 
in suitable freeway corridors, and 1-3 percent on a regional level. 

Congestion Tolls 

In a congestion toll scheme, rates vary according to the level of con
gestion present on the facility. This level is constantly being measured 
and reported . Further variations can include price differentials by 
vehicle type and vehicle occupancy. 

Congestion tolls are the most sophisticated device available to deal 
with excessive peaking and the resultant congestion problems. Of 
all VMT reduction strategies, the congestion toll is the only one focusing 
on the peak period traveler as the source of a disproportionate amount 
of energy consumption. 

Congestion tolls are a specific type of highway toll. Obstacles to 
congestion tolls are generally the same as those described above 
for the typical highway tolls . However, congestion tolls suffer the 
drawb-ack of not currently being in use and perhaps being more cumber
some to administer. 

Energy reduction impact of congestion tolls would be similar to that 
of highway tolls. 
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Vehicle Fee for Crossing Cordon Line 

This measure refers to setting up toll stations and charging fees on 
all routes going in and out of a specified area enclosed by a cordon 
line. 

The energy reduction impact would be similar to that of highway tolls, 
except that the tolls would be more widespread and diversion to other, 
toll-free facilities would not be possible. However, this measure 
would be very expensive and difficult to implement. 

Increased Parking Charges and Parking Supply Management 

Parking charges can be a powerful factor in choice of travel mode. 
For example, a 5. 3 percent decrease in local CBD vehicle miles of 
travel was projected to accompany a $. 87 daily increase in parking 
rates in Pittsburgh. (10) 

It has been proposed by EPA that such increased parking charges 
be imposed as a surcharge on an areawide basis; with the fees collected 
to be used for transit improvements; however, this was not well received 
and has since been rescinded by the EPA Administrator. 

As a part of a parking rate increase program, it is desirable to reduce 
the number of free spaces available. Removal of some on-street parking 
spaces may accomplish the dual purpose of restricting the parking 
supply and also improving traffic flow. However, there are usually 
few on-street spaces remaining in locations such as the CBD . 

Implementation of parking charges in suburban areas that traditionally 
have had free parking at employment and shopping locations is a major 
undertaking, and serious obstacles would probably be encountered. 
Without areawide programs of parking cost increases, a strong program 
oriented exclusively to the CBD could have the effect of dispersing 
traffic to other parts of the urban area. As an example of energy reduc
tion impact, in Baltimore a combination of increased parking charges 
with improved bus service and carpooling efforts could produce a 
2-3 percent VMT reduction in the CBD, while the reduction in other 
areas of the city would be negligible. (7) 
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The program might consider zoning changes to proh ibit new parking 
structures in specific areas. or provisions that no permit be issued 
for a lot or garage if it will result in an increase of VMT in the area. 
This has been promulgated as part of the transportation control plans 
to reduce air pollution in several urban areas. 

Generally all forms of parking management--rates, regulations. permits. 
and allocations--should be coordinated by a special local government 
authority or department. 

Impose Additional Gasoline Tax 

This is, in effect, a tax on VMT that, in addition to discouraging 
total VMT, also tends to shift travel to more efficient vehicles. 

Admi11ietration and collecti_on of this tax would be :re latively simple, 
due to the existing administrative structure for the collection of gasoline 
taxes. Any gasoline tax undertaken primarily to dampen demand for 
fuel can be expected to incur strong popular opposition, particularly 
at a time when gasoline prices are escalating rapidly. 

The VMT reduction impact of higher gasoline prices, either from 
additional tax or inflation, is not as direct as other pricing measures, 
such as tolls, that must be paid daily or during each trip. Preliminary 
data related to the current situation indicates a VMT reduction of 
5-8 percent in response to fuel cost increases of 30-7 5 percent and 
problems in obtaining fuel. 

The feasibility of any fuel pricing measure is enhanced by the simul
taneous implementation of measures such as transit improvements, 
carpooling incentives, etc. 

Impose Mileage Tax 

A mileage tax means application of a tax based directly on vehicle 
miles of travel. Major implementation obstacles to this measure are 
the reporting of VMT and administration or collection of the tax. 
Essentially the same result can be achieved by additional fuel taxes 
or vehicle taxes. 
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Differential Fee to Promote Fuel-Efficient Vehicles 

This refers to the imposition of an annual fee at registration, graduated 
on the basis of weight and/or on the basis of 11 luxury 11 item energy 
consumption. 

The two main vehicle characteristics which adversely affect fuel 
consumption are vehicle weight and 11 luxury" add-on devices like 
power steering, power brakes, automatic transmission, and air 
condi honing. 

In Europe, differential taxes on cylinder displacement (a surrogate 
for weight) have helped cause the predominance of small-engined, 
fuel-efficient cars. 

Average fuel economy in urban driving is 10 miles per gallon, and 
in regional driving is 12 miles per gallon. This corresponds to an 
average vehicle weight of about 4,250 pounds. (36) If a differential 
vehicle fee could help change the average weight of the vehicle mix. 
this would result in a percent energy reduction of: 

Average Weight 

4,000 
3,500 
3,000 
2,500 

Percent Energy 
Consumption Reduction 

3-6 
20 - 25 
32-36 
40- 45 

One source suggests that a conversion to 50 percent "small cars" 
in the vehicle mix would result in a 14 percent conservation of auto 
fuel on a nationwide basis. (17) 

Air conditioning in use decreases efficiency an average of 1. 5 miles 
per gallon; automatic transmission decreases efficiency an average 
of 1. 6 miles per gallon; power steering decreases efficiency about 
0. l miles per gallon, etc. (35) No attempt is made to isolate the energy 
reduction impact of increased fees charged for cars with these items. 
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Change in mix of vehicles with respect to fuel consumption characteristics 
can be affected by a number of other measures such as increased gas 
taxes, gas rationing, or simply rising fuel prices. It is difficult to 
isolate the impact of any one measure. However, should an annual 
differential fee system be set up, it would definitely add to the impetus 
towards smaller cars. A generalized estimate of energy reduction 
impact would be 2-10 percent. 

This action could be implemented by the motor vehicle bureau and 
could be an add-on to the annual registration process. 

Tune-Up Requirements 

A feasible measure to promote fuel efficiency is to require engine tune
ups every 5,000 miles. The better tuned the car, the more fuel-efficient 
it is. This measure could be implemented through the state inspection 
system. One method would be to require the presentation of receipts 
for tune-up services in order to pass inspection, with or without 
imposition of a fine for cars that have not been tuned up every 5, 000 
miles. A generalized estimate of energy reduction impact would be 
0-1 percent. 

Tax on Second or Third Car Ownership 

This would mean a progressively greater tax on the nth car owned 
in the household above the one-car or two-car level. This tax would 
be hard to implement. The probable agency would be the motor vehicle 
bureau through the registration process. It would also probably be 
very unpopular, even considered ''un-American. 11 No attempt is made 
to estimate the energy reduction impact. 

Tire Tax 

This refers to :ncreasing the tax on new or retreaded tires. The 
purpose of this tax would be to discourage VMT. The impact on energy 
consumption would be negligible unless scarcity conditions existed, 
as in World War II. This measure might have the undesirable side 
effect of encouraging usage of worn out tires. 
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Institutional/Legal Considerations 

Pricing measures can be implemented at the local or state level or, 
in the case of taxing measures, also at the Federal level. Many such 
measures are already in effect to some extent and therefore technical 
problems are manageable. However, public opposition to imposition 
of such measures is strong. Furthermore, from the equity viewpoint 
these measures impact the poor more severely than the rich because 
of the regressive nature of flat taxes or other cost increases. 

Indirect Effects 

Socioeconomic -- As discussed earlier, any of the toll gate or ramp 
metering type measures will provide improved flow on the control 
arterial; however, local congestion problems at the point of entry 
could lead to an increase in travel time, 

The objective of these pricing measures is to divert the automobile 
operators to more efficient modes or to force the user to pay a higher 
cost and transfer this benefit to the users of alternative modes. The 
cost of administering such programs will, however, diminish the 
amounts transferred to alternative modes. 

The objective of many of the measures appears to be a restriction of 
mobility. However, mobility within the restricted or taxed areas 
should be improved. Driving patterns might be altered by motorists 
attempting to circumvent the taxed areas. 

The preferential pricing of low-energy consuming vehicles would 
accelerate the trend to smaller vehicles with increased disruption 
and dislocation in the auto industry. These problems could be reduced 
if production shifts to energy-efficient vehicles or transit vehicles . 

Environment -- The reduction in vehicle miles of travel achieved by 
such pricing schemes would yield an environmental benefit. The 
reduction in pollutant emissions would be approximately proportional 
to the reduction in VMT. Again, where ramp pricing or toll gates 
are employed, localized "hot-spots" could form due to congestion. 
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MEASURES TO REDUCE THE NEED TO TRAVEL 

This heading includes several unrelated actions, such as: 

• Implementing the four-day work week 

• Zoning: 
against "urban sprawl" 
to promote mixed land use development with closer 
proximities of residence to work place 

• Encouraging home goods delivery from stores 

• Encouraging substitution of telephone and communications 
services for face-to-face contact requiring auto travel 

• Encouraging neighborhood ride sharing 

Four-Day Work Week 

The four-day work week refers to a schedule of 10 hours of work, 
4 days a week, or some similar arrangement, which permits a full 
work week and at least one week day of leisure. With respect to reduc
ing energy consumption this measure may be expected to reduce the 
work trip one day a week. However, it may also be anticipated that 
additional fuel consumption could result from increased leisure travel. 
The four-day work week has been implemented in both production 
industries and office occupations with varying degrees of success. 
It tends to be less successful in those situations which require daily 
communication to transact business. 

The four-day work week is advantageous for reducing air pollution 
as it tends to spread the daily peak travel period for work and to 
reduce the total number of work trips. Problems similar to those 
associated with staggered work hours may be encountered in imple
menting the four-day work week in conjunction with carpooling. 

Assuming a range of 15-70 percent of the work force on a four-day 
work week and no additional recreation travel, it is estimated that 
energy consumption could be reduced 1. 25 to 6. 5 percent. 
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Zoning and Other Land Use Controls 

Zoning measures can bet~~1. effective tool to reduce VMT ; however, 
the effects of zoning controls are generally not felt in the short-term. 
Implementation of zoning measures is accomplished at the local level. 

Two approaches towards zoning to encourage less VMT are: (1) zoning 
against types of development which are totally auto-dependent, i.e., 
for which it would be very difficult to provide adequate transit (generally 
described as unplanned "urban sprawl"), and (2) zoning to encourage 
mixed-use land development with closer proximity of residence to 
work place and other activity centers, e.g., new towns, apartment 
houses in downtown business areas, and Planned Unit Developments 
(PUDs). 

In the long run, the effectiveness of zoning measures would be enhanced 
by energy restriction measures; they could yield up to 10 percent 
energy consumption reduction. 

Horne Goods Delivery 

Home delivery of goods has declined in practice, at least for small 
cons um er goods, with the increase in cost for such services. Also, · 
the need for such service has diminished as people have gained more 
personal mobility and shopping center development has brought goods 
and services together for convenience'. 

The energy reduction potential arises from the difference between 
each customer making an individual trip back and forth and the delivery 
service making a longer trip to service many customers . There are, 
however, increased labor costs associated with taking orders, selecting 
merchandise, billing, loading, etc. The few remaining delivery services, 
such as dairy trucks, carry a selection of items, thus tending to reduce 
the cost of the service somewhat. 

The energy reduction i~act is difficult to estimate and would be .,., , 
negligible on the short-term. However, increased availability of 
free or low cost delivery might stimulate uti~izaton of the service, 
thus reducing auto trips, especially where transit or paratransit services 
are not available. Local agencies and media could encourage pooled 
delivery much as they have done for carpooling. 
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Substitution of Communication Facilities 

Communications can be substituted for transportation and face-to-
face contact by usage of telephone, telegraph, computer, or even more 
exotic devices. With the present energy situation and the cost of 
obtaining fuel and other travel costs increasing, many businesses 
are finding it a better and cheaper means to utilize communications 
media as a substitute for travel. The impact of this measure is negligible 
in the short run. 

Institutional/ Legal Considerations 

Implementation of many of the measures described above has already 
been attempted to some degree on a voluntary basis by individual 
employers or other groups. Four-day work weeks could be imposed 
by local or regional regulations; however, many industries or businesses 
may have to be exempted because their processes cannot be interrupted 
or they depend on the work schedule of other groups or businesses. 

Land use control measures impose the legal problems of reversing 
or replacing many existing local zoning regulations and policies. 
For example, current policies encouraging low density, 11urban sprawl" 
may need to be reversed to promote land use development with closer 
proximity of residence to work place. 

The technology to implement measures such as home goods delivery 
or substitution of communications for travel does exist and has been 
applied on a voluntary basis to a limited degree; however, until the 
"stick11 is applied forcing the need to reduce travel. many of these 
measures might not be sufficiently utilized to be cost-effective. 

Indirect Effects 

Socioeconomic - Changes in lifestyle would be induced by extensive 
implementation of many of these measures. For example, four-day 
work weeks tend to encourage recreational and social activities which 
could increase VMT, if not controlled by other restrictions or alleviated 
by transit. Many of these changes could be beneficial; however, 
the implications of lifestyle change require detailed study and planning 
to determine the effects on employment, transit usage, and other urban 
problems. 
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The cost of implementing technological amenities to reduce the need 
to travel would eventually be borne by the user; however. this cost 
could be a trade-off for the cost in dollars or time which would have 
been incurred by travel. 

Many socioeconomic questions are posed by the use of zoning to reduce 
11 urban sprawl'' by promoting high density 11 clusteri11g." For example, 
clustering may limit the worker to the job-types or industries available 
within the cluster. 

Environmental - - The four-day work week tends to reduce detrimental 
air pollution effects by spreading travel over a longer daily time frame 
if a 10-hour day is assumed and allowing pollutants to disperse. 
The reduction of one day's travel will also tend to reduce pollutants 
unless leisure travel is substituted. The other measures suggested 
will probably have a positive environmental impact by reducing concen
trations of pollutants. 

ENERGY RESTRICTION MEASURES 

This group of measures depends on the restriction of the supply of 
fuel and/or on the method of vehicle operation. Specifically, the 
following measures are examined: 

• Retail gasoline rationing without transferable coupons 

• Retail gasoline rationing with transferable coupons 

• Restricted allocation of gasoline on a regional basis 

• Bans on Sunday and / or Saturday gasoline sales 

• Speed limit restrictions 

Retail Gasoline Rationing Without Transferable Coupons 

Under this system gasoline would be rationed and allocated on some 
systematic basis. To accomplish a ration coupon program several 
procedures (some of which were used in World War 11) have been suggested. 
These include: 

• Rationing to licensed drivers in a household 

• Rationing on the basis of occupational or other need 
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• Rationing on the basis of proximity to a transit syst em 

• Rationing on the basis of number of vehicles in a household 

The coupons would not be transferable under this plan, except perhaps 
within a household. 

Rationing can yield almost any level of energy consumption reduction 
desired, and can do so with relative certainty, since rationed allocations 
can be predetermined. The cost would depend on the method of distri
bution and enforcement employed. Rationing would be effective only 
if strictly enforced over a large urban area. 

Gasoline rationing can undoubtedly produce large reducti ons in VMT. 
There may be difficulties in determining an equitable distribution 
method, however. As witnessed during World War II, the administrative 
requirements in order to assure such distribution can be onerous. 
Also, the potential for black market, counterfeiting, and o ther violations 
of the system can result in a costly enforcement structure. 

Implementation problems related to rationing may be summarized as 
follows: 

• Mobilization -- the administrative machinery of a rationing 
system must be designed and implemented. Necessary 
legislation must be passed and public information programs 
launched. 

• Administration -- guidelines for dealing with coupon 
distribution and requests for variances and exemptions 
must be established, and local administrative machinery 
implemented. 

• Enforcement -- potential black market activity or other 
violations of the program would require constant policing. 

Preliminary estimates by the Federal Energy Office of the cost of a 
rationing program give a range of one to two cents per gallon of gasoline. 
Fees could be collected through the rationing mechanism or through 
general tax programs. Rationing would be most effective if applied 
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nationally. A regional or statewide plan would encounter seriou s 
implementation difficulties, although such plans have been proposed 
in some areas with severe air pollution problems: 

From the equity viewpoint, rationing is a less discriminatory means 
of decreasing gas purchases than increasing fuel taxes or allowing 
prices to rise to market demand levels. 

Theoretically, gas rationing can produce as large an energy consumption 
reduction as needed. However, a reduction of more than 25 percent 
from levels to which energy consumption was predicted to grow in 
the next few years would impair economic activity. Therefore, estimated 
reduction from gas rationing is 10-25 percent. 

Gasoline Rationing with Transferable Coupons 

This gasoline rationing procedure is identical to that described above 
except that coupons may be freely exchanged or sold through a market 
mechanism. 

Rationing with transferable coupons minimizes enforcement problems 
due to blackmarket activities associated with nontransferable coupons; 
however, additional administrative problems could develop. One 
suggestion to alleviate this situation is to limit the effective period 
of the coupons to a calendar month. 

Restriction of Quantity of Gasoline Sales 

This action refers to gasoline allocation to service stations on a geographic 
basis. The system presently in effect provides allocation on a statewide 
basis, with some variance for specific areas. The basis for allocation 
is a percent of sales for the same period in 1972. 

One advantage of gasoline allocation/restriction of sales over gas ration
ing with coupons is that it is more easily administered, since the number 
of units (service stations) involved is much smaller than would be 
in providing coupons to nearly every individual. The administrative 
and enforcement machinery required is considerably less than with 
coupon rationing, yet the procedure effectively limits supply. 
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At the point of sale this can result in further limitations such as the 
odd-even plan in which gasoline is sold only on even days of the month 
to vehicles whose license ends in an even number .. Sales may also 
be restricted to a dollar amount or to a specific number of gallons. 

This system suffers from several defects. One possible defect is long 
waiting lines for gas, resulting in unproductive time losses, hazards 
to traffic and gas station operators, and a shift in energy consumption 
from tripmaking to unproductive searching for gas and idling. 

Restriction of quantity of sales can be implemented together with prac
tically any other transportation action, including coupon rationing. 
Restriction of quantity of sales does not have as high a maximum energy 
reduction potential as gas rationing with coupons because it distributes 
energy usage less efficiently in terms of keeping the economy productive. 
Therefore, the economic tolerance limit is reached at a lower percentage 
of energy reduction than under a system of gas rationing with coupons. 
However, energy consumption reduction through this system of 
2-20 percent can be estimated. 

Ban on Sunday and/or Saturday Gasoline Sales 

Recently. there was a voluntary ban on Sunday gasoline sales. To 
some extent the result was merely to shift fuel purchase and travel 
to other days of the week . However, the trend in years past has been 
to increasing weekend travel, including long distance tripmaking 
by auto. Another popular weekend activity has been "Sunday pleasure 
driving . 11 The ban apparently had an impact on these activ ities. 

A Department of Transportation news release indicates an average 
decrease of 13. 76 percent of VMT on Sundays immediately after the 
ban. Other figures were: 20 percent on rural Interstate routes, 10. 93 
percent on urban Interstate routes, and 10. 72 percent on other urban 
roads and streets. Saturday traffic was also affected. On a year-to
year basis, Saturday driving in a 12-day period after the ban did 
not decrease . However, the increase was a negligible . 51 percent 
compared to the increase projected by pre-gas crisis trends--5-10 
percent. 

Bans on Saturday as well as Sunday gasoline sales would result in 
even less weekend auto trayel. However, it might further aggravate 
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the development of long gas lines during weekdays. The action would 
be more effective if implemented on a state or national scale. The 
impact of Sunday and/or Saturday gasoline sale bans would be difficult 
to isolate from impacts due to restriction of quantity of gas sales, higher 
prices, etc. A generalized estimate of impact gives a range of 2-10 
percent energy consumption reduction. 

Implement Reduced Speed Limits 

This measure refers to reducing speed limits on highways. Optimum 
fuel efficiency (lowest gallons per mile) is achieved in the 30-40 mph 
speed range. For every 10 mph increment over 40 mph the increment 
in fuel consumption increases at an accelerating rate. (35) 

All states have implemented 55 mph speed limits in accordance with 
the Emergency Highway Energy Conservation Act. A decrease in 
average speed from 70 to 50 mph results in a 20-25 percent decrease 
in fuel consumed for the vehicle miles affected. This would probably 
affect intercity and rural travel more than urban area travel. However, 
almost all urban areas have high speed facilities, or freeways. Nation
wide, an estimate has been made of a 1. 4 percent savings in total 
transportation energy if there is a 50 percent success in limiting highway 
speed to 50 mph. A generalized estimate of the effect of this action 
is 2-4 percent in a freeway corridor and 0-2 percent in a regional 
basis for a medium size urban area. This action requires legislation 
on a state or Federal level, implementation by highway or transportation 
departments, and police enforcement. A side effect of reduced speed 
limits is fewer highway accidents. The current record on highways 
with reduced speed limits indicates 15-20 percent fewer fatalities. 

Institutional/ Legal Considerations 

The problems associated with energy restriction measures are primarily 
during the initial implementation phase. Depending on the severity 
or regional extent of implementation, legal issues, including the questions 
of variances and justifiable allotment procedures; enforcement problems 
including the policing of black market activity and counterfeiting of 
coupons, etc.; and the high cost of an extensive bureaucracy to carry 
out the program could markedly reduce the program effectiveness 
and public acceptability. 
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Indirect Effects 

Socioeconomic -- Assuming the initial implementation phase economic 
impacts are mitigated as inequities in supply are eliminated, a region 
will adjust by minor alterations in travel patterns and lifestyle, such 
as increased usage of carpools, alternative travel modes, etc. These 
alterations are seen by many as beneficial to society, although they 
would create some economic dislocation in auto-dependent industry 
or business. 

Environmental -- Restricted energy expenditure is undoubtedly beneficial 
to the total environment. However, implementation phase disruptions 
can create localized pollution, traffic congestion and limited health 
effects. For example, gasoline stations become the local nhot-spot'' 
for air and noise pollution, and long waiting lines create short-term 
exposures to high levels of carbon monoxide. 
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APPENDIX B 

HOW TRANSPORTATION ACTIONS CAN REDUCE 
ENERGY CONSUMPTION 

The purpose of this appendix is to provide background information 
on some of the relationships that were used in determining the reductions 
in energy consumption for transportation actions examined in the body 
of this document. 

Transportation-related actions can cause reductions in energy consump
tion in one of three ways: 1) by reducing the amount of energy consumed 
per vehicle mile traveled; 2) by reducing the number of vehicle miles 
of travel per person mile of travel; and 3) by reducing person miles 
of travel. These may be viewed as: improving fuel economy; shifting 
to higher occupancy vehicles or to walk or bicycle modes; and reducing 
the number and/or length of trips. 

IMPROVING FUEL ECONOMY 

Calculations of energy reductions from actions resulting in better 
fuel economy involve 1) estimating improvements in miles per gallon, 
2) estimating vehicle miles of travel impacted for specific subareas 
or for the region, and 3) conversion to energy savings on a regional 
level. 

Factors which affect fuel economy are driving conditions or mode of 
operation (speed, stop and go cycles, and idling time) , and vehicle
related characteristics such as weight, accessories, and tuning. 

Operational Factors 

Speed is a very important factor. The optimum fuel economy for most 
cars occurs at a steady speed of between 30 and 40 miles per hour. 
At cruising speeds above or below this level, fuel consumption goes 
up rapidly, as is illustrated in Exhibit B-1. Thus, energy can be 
saved by either decreasing speeds from high speed levels or increasing 
speeds from low speed levels. For instance, cruising at 50 mph instead 
of 70 mph results in a savings of about 25 percent. (35) 
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EXHIBIT B-1 
Fuel Economy Vs. Speed 
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Fuel Economy Vs. Weight 
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In addition, acceleration/deceleration and stop/ go cycles result in 
increased fuel consumption over steady cruising speed operation. 
An acceleration/deceleration cycle from 30 mph to 10 mph and back 
to 30 mph results in extra gasoline consumption of about .0035 gallons. (4) 
Stop go cycles result in increased fuel consumption both from acceleration/ 
deceleration and from idling. The average car consumes about . 6 
gallons/ hour when idling. (4) Usually, the larger the car, the greater 
the amount of gas consumed in idling. As an example of the composite · 
effect of a stop/go cycle, one stop/go cycle per mile from a 30 mph 
level with 30 seconds of idling results in 20-30 percent extra gasoline 
consumed. (4) 

Vehicle Characteristics 

Weight is the most significant characteristic affecting fuel consumption 
as heavier cars require more power, and thus larger engine sizes 
to propel them. Larger engines, however. consume more fuel than 
small ones. Also, with the same engine size, a heavier car will consume 
more fuel than a lighter car. The approximate relationship of fuel 
economy to vehicle weight is illustrated in Exhibit B-2. 

Convenience devices such as air conditioning, automatic transmission, 
power steering, and power brakes also contribute to fuel economy 
loss. Air conditioning results in a loss of 9-20 percent; automatic 
transmission results in a 2-15 percent loss; and power steering results 
in a 1-2 percent loss. (35) Emission control devices also increase 
fuel consumption. However, the fuel loss due to emission control 
devices varies greatly with vehicle weight, with lighter cars showing 
a slight gain and heavier cars showing losses of up to 18 percent. (35) 

Fuel consumption is also affected by how well a car· is tuned. Fuel 
economy improves an average of one mile per gallon after a tune-up, 
which is equivalent to a 10 percent improvement under urban driving 
conditions . 

SHIFTING TO HIGHER OCCUPANCY VEHICLE OR TO WALK OR BICYCLE 
MODES 

Calculations of energy reductions from actions causing modal shifts 
involve 1) estimation of changes in modal split for specific subareas 
or corridors; 2) conversion of modal split change to auto vehicle miles 
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of travel reduction and to other mode miles of travel increases, if 
any; 3) conversion of vehicle miles of travel information to net energy 
savings; and 4) adjustment of energy savings to a regional basis. 

Modal split models can be used to forecast modal split changes for 
local areas based on pricing, travel time, or service changes among 
modes. Local traffic data can be used to estimate affected vehicle 
miles of travel. 

Factors which affect calculations of energy reduction impacts of actions 
to change modal split are: current modal split percentages, price 
elasticity, time elasticity, auto occupancy, transit occupancies, taxi 
occupancy, auto fuel mileage, transit fuel mileage, and truck load/ 
capacity ratio. These factors vary from area to area. 

Some national average figures for vehicle occupancy and fuel consumption 
by mode are given in Exhibit B-3. 

CHANGING THE NUMBER AND/OR LENGTH OF TRIPS 

Calculations of energy reductions from actions leading to reduction 
in number of person trips made involve: 1) estimation of reduction 
in number of trips made, generally by trip purpose and/or subarea; 
2) conversion of number of trips reduction to person miles of travel 
reduction using existing trip length distribution; 3) conversion of 
person miles of travel reduction to vehicle miles of travel reduction 
using average auto occupancy; and 4) conversion of vehicle miles 
of travel reduction to energy savings, on a regional basis. 

Factors needed for the calculations are existing trip length distribution 
and average auto occupancy in the local area. 

COMMENT 

Calculations such as those outlined above were used in deriving the 
energy reduction ranges for individual actions, generalized over 
all urban areas, given in Appendix A. Similar calculations can be 
undertaken to determine finer estimates of energy reduction for any 
specific area. If more detailed information on energy factors is desired, 
the reader is referred to the bibliography. 
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EXHIBIT B-3 

VEHICLE OCCUPANCY AND FUEL CONSUMPTION BY MODE 

Average Vehicle Type of Average Fuel 

Mode Occupancy Fuel* Consumption (mi. / gal) 

Auto 1. 6 persons / au to 

• Urban Driving Conditions Gasol ine 10.0 

• Urbanized Region Driving 
Conditions Gas ol ine 12.0 

• Nationwide Gasoline 13. 0 

Bus 15.0 persons / bus 

• Urban Transit Diesel 4.0 

• Intercity Diesel 6.2 
I 

• School I Diesel or Gas 5.0 

Rapid Transit 20.0 pers ons/R.T. car E lectricity 2,0>l< 

Co1nmuter Rail 60.0 persons/ train I Diesel or Electricity 2.0* 

Trolley i 12>. 0 persons / trolley car ' 
' 

Electric ity 2. 5** 

Taxi i . 7 persons/ taxi*** Gasoline 10,0 

'~Conversion of gallons of fuel to unit of energy: 
, l gallon of gasoline 12 5, 000 BTU 

1 gallon of diesel fuel = 138,000 BTU 

**Converted to equivalent llquid fuel using a factor of 130,000 BTC" /gallon, assuming a 0. 33 therma l 
efficiency from powerplant to transit company. 

*** Driver not included 

SOuRCES: 

Husted, Robert, United States Department of Tr-ansportat10n, Socie ty of Automotive Engineers 
Report No. 730521. "Mass TransLt Impact on Energy Consumptwn", 1973 , 

United Stales Department of Transporta tion, Federal Highway Adn1inistration. FHWA Notice, 
HHP-40. Subject: Energy Related Studies Underway and "Highway T ravel Forecc1.sts Related to Energy 
R equirements", F ebruary 28, 1973 . 

! 
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FORMATS FOR CALCULATIONS OF ENERGY REDUCTION IMPACTS 
BASED ON CHANGES IN SIGNIFICANT PARAMETERS 

Reduction in energy consumption due to a given action may be the 
result of one or more of the· following: 1) change to driving conditions 
which consume less fuel , 2) change to vehicle types which are more 
efficient, and 3) change in vehicle miles of travel. 

Exhibit B-4 is a matrix showing the relationships between the transporta
tion action groups and each of these three types of effect. 

Change to Driving Conditions Which Consume Less Fuel 

The main driving conditions that can be changed by i.ow cost, short 
term transportation actions to reduce energy consumption are 1) average 
cruising speed; 2) number of acceleration/deceleration cycles per 
mile, given the average cruising speed; 3) number of stop / go cycles 
per mile; and 4) amount of time spent in idling. 

This can be expressed as a general mathematical relationship, as 
follows: 

EC 1 = f (S, AID, S/G, I) 

where: 

EC 1 = 

s = 

A I D = 

S/G = 

I = 

energy consumption due to change in driving condi
tions 

average cruising speed 

number of acceleration/deceleration cycles per 
mile, given the average cruising speed 

number of stop/go cycles per mile, given the average 
cruising speed 

amount of time spent in idling. 

Some research has been conduC;ted concerning the relationships between 
the values of these parameters and amount of fuel consumed, and factors 
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EXHIBIT B-4 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
TRANSPORTATION ACTION AND TYPE OF CHANGE 

Types of Chan~es 

Drivi ng Efficient Vehicle Miles 

Action Group Conditions Vehicle Types of Travel 
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9. Measures to Reduce the X 
Need to Tra.vcl 

10. Er.ergy Re:;tnction 
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X X X 

~' Increase in VMT. 
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stemming from this research are available for computing reductions 
in energy consumption from estimates of changes in these parameters. 
However, such data is not readily available in all areas to make estimates 
of original values of each of these parameters individually or to make 
predictions of changes in the values of these parameters after implemen
tation of given actions. The kind of information more likely to be 
available is average travel time on segments of the highway system, 
general type of traffic operation, and a qualitative estimate of degree 
of traffic congestion. Based on these, however, some assumptions 
can be made as to original and predicted values for cruising speed, 
A ID cycles, etc . 

The following example presents calculations of approximate percentage 
energy reduction in an urban region, based on assumed changes in 
the above parameters. In the example, average gallons/ mile figures 
(original and predicted) are determined. These figures do not represent 

11 typical" gallons/mile, given a set of values for the above parameters, 
because parameters such as road conditions, grades, and curves 
have not been taken into account. However, as these other parameters 
will not be affected by the kinds of transportation actions under consid
ation, the percentage energy reduction in an urban region, which 
is calculated without adjustment for these parameters, should be f~irly 
reasonable. 

Example A: 

Assume the original values for the parameters being analyzed are: 
1) average cruising speed of 15 mph; 2) 3 acceleration/deceleration 
cycles per mile; 3) 2 stop/ go cycles per mile; and 4) 2 minutes of 
idling per mile. 

Assume the following changes in driving conditions occur: 1) average 
cruising speed increases to 20 mph, 2) 1 acceleration/deceleration 
cycle per mile is eliminated, 3) 1 stop/go cycle per mile is eliminated, 
4) 1 minute of idling per mile is eliminated. 

Also assume that the changes in driving conditions apply to 10 percent 
of the vehicle miles of travel in the region, that the total amount of 
vehicle miles of travel in the region remains constant, and that the 
distribution of travel in time and space in the region is unaffected. 
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Approximate percentage reduction in energy consumption in the region 
can be calculated as follows: 

Step 1: 

equation: 

where: 

A 

B 

C 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

results: 

B 

C 

Calculate average gallons/mile used under original driving 
conditions, without adjustment for road conditions, grades, 
curves, etc. : 

A=B+ (C} (D) + (E) (F) + {G} (H) 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

average gallons/mile used under original driving 
conditions without adjustment for road conditions, 
grades, curves, etc. 

gallons/mile associated with original cruising speed, 
assuming paved road. flat grade, no curves, etc. 

original number of acceleration/deceleration cycles 
per mile 

excess gallons consumed per acceleration/deceleration 
cycle from original cruising speed to average inter
mediate speed and back again 

original number of stop/ go cycles per mile 

excess gallons/ consumed per stop/ go cycle from 
original cruising speed to stop and back again 

gallons consumed per hour of. idling 

original fraction of hour spent in idling per mile 

. 056 (Ref. 35) 

3 
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thus, 

D 

E 

F 

G 

H 

= 

= 

.0035, if average AID cycle goes from 15 mph to 

30 mph, to 10 mph, back to 15 mph (Ref. 35) 

2 

. 004, if average S/G cycle goes from 15 mph to 
stop and back to 15 mph (Ref. 4) 

.6 (Ref. 35) 

1/30 

A-:::::..056+ (3)(.0035) + (2)(.004) + (.6)(1/30) ~ .0945 

Step 2: Calculate average gallons/mile used after changes in 
driving conditions, without adjustment for road conditions, 
grades. curves, etc. 

It is assumed that the effects of the changes in each parameter are 
cumulative, although this may be slightly inaccurate. However, the 
degree of accuracy of these calculations does not require a finer analysis. 

equation: 

I= J + (C-K) (D) + (E-L) (F) + (G) (H-M) 

where: 

I 

J 

C 

K 

= 

= 

= 

= 

average gallons/mile used after changes in driving 
conditions, without adjustment for road conditions. 
grades. curves, etc. 

gallons/mile associated with new cruising speed, 
assuming paved road, flat grade, no curves, etc. 

defined above 

number of acceleration/ deceleration cycles per 
mile eliminated 
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D 

E 

L 

F 

G 

H 

M 

results: 

J 

C 

K 

D 

E 

L 

F 

G 

H 

M 

thus, 
I= 

Step 3: 

equation: 

= defined above 

= defined above 

= number of stop/ go cycles per mile eliminated 

= Jefined above 

= defined above 

= defined above 

= fraction of an hour of idling per mile eliminated 

. 050 (see qualifications above) 

= 3 

= 1 

.0035 

= 2 

= 1 

.004 

.6 

= 1/30 

= 1/60 

.05 + (3-1) ( .0035) + (2-1) ( .004) + ( .6) (1/30-1/60) = .071 

Calculate percentage reduction tn energy consumption 
used by vehicle miles of travel affected by changes in 
driving conditions: 

N -
A-I 

A (100 percent) 
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where: 

N 

A 

results: 

Step 4: 

equation: 

where: 

p 

Q 

N 

results: 

= 

= 

percentage reduction in energy consumed by vehicle 
miles of travel affected b y ch;.:i.,ges in driving conditions 

average gallons/mile u sed under original driving 
conditions, without adjustment for road condition, 
etc. 

average gallons/mile used after changes in driving 
conditions, without adjustment for road conditions, 
etc. 

.0945 - .071 ( 0 ) 
N :::: . 

0945 
10 percent :::: 25 percent 

Calculate percentage reduction in automotive energy con
sumption in urban region due to changes in driving con
ditions. 

P ~ (Q/100) (N) 

= 

= 

= 

percentage reduction in automotive energy consumption 
in region due to changes in driving conditions 

percentage which vehicle miles of travel affected 
by changes in driving conditions is of total vehicle 
miles of travel in region 

percentage reduction in energy consumed by vehicle 
miles of travel affected by changes in driving conditions 

P ~ (10/ 100) (25 percent):::::: 2. 5 percent 
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Final answer: Percentage reduction in energy consumption in 
region due to changes in driving conditions is 
2. 5 percent. 

This example is summarized in Exhibit B-5. 

Change to More Fuel Efficient Vehicles 

Some of the vehicle characteristics that affect fuel consumption are 
weight, number and type of special accessories, tuning, and type 
of tire. 

This can be expressed as a general mathematical relationship, as 
follows: 

EC 2 

where: 

EC 2 

w 
AC 

TU 

TI 

= 

= 
= 
= 
= 

= 

f (W, AC, TU, TI, ...... ) 

energy consumption relative to vehicle characteristics 

vehicle weight 

number and type of special accessories 

state of tuning 

type of tire 

An example is given below of calculations to obtain approximate percentage 
regional energy reduction due to shift in the weight mix of the automo-
bile population. Similar calculations can be performed for special 
accessories, tuning, etc. However, these energy reductions are not 
always cumulative, because of interrelationships between character
istics, and care must be exercised in calculating combined effects 
associated with a change to more fuel economical vehicles . 

Similar sets of calculations could be performed for trucks, taxis, and 
other vehicle types. 
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EXHIBIT B-5 

SAMPLE CALCULATION FOR REDUCTION IN ENERGY CONSUMPTION 
DUE TO CHANGES IN URBAN DRIVING CONDITIONS 

C'ompull11g gal. i mt. uodt!r i;rive:1 drlvrng condition.<1 11:\a<lju!olted for road condition~ 
grades, <·urve:-., etc.: 

I (l) 12) 

I 
(31 141 (31x(4) 

CruiN ing Gal. lMi. ,-;o. of AtD P.xc ~ss E.1tces :-1 
Oriv.if)g Speed at :Steady Cydca Gallons Gal. /Mi, 

Condi.lions mph C~uis ing f'Cr Mile Consumed Ouc Lu 
$peed PerA/D Ai D Cycl~M 

C_y<:le 
--

OngL'lal 15 .U>6 3 • UU3> • 0105 

Prt-dLCted 20 • 050 2 • rio:l."i . 0700 

Computing perc l:!'nta.fire re-ductlon 1n automotive energy c onsumption in regiof\ due 
to c:hanl!:e in driving condi.Uons7 

(~ ) 

Pf>r,c Pnta.ge 
Hf>duc t1on oa 
Affe cled V MT 

(l O} 

P e r r..:e ulagc nf Automotive 
VMT i n n~111on lh.;l.t 

is Affec1~d 

l 0 % 

( S J I 
No. Qf 
S/G Cy cl es 
Per Mi.le 

2 

( 

(61 C~)xl6J (7) 
Excc:-i:-. Excess Gallvmo1 
Call um-c G.il, /~1i. } ' Cr H our 
Ctm:-.urr.~d Vue to Cuns uw.ct:I 
Per S/ G 
Cy c-le 

S IG Cy cles [!• Idling 

_ 004 • OUd • 6 

.00·1 I • OU4 _6 

( n ) • ( 10) 

P l!rc e n ta ge Redu<·l iun 
i n Automotive 

P.nt!rgy Consumption i!l Rei!: io n 

2. 5% 

<•> 
Frac t ion 
or Hour 
~pt>nt 
Idling 
P er Mi.le 

l /::10 

1/fW 

(c2H , ix<•i•k» 
(7)xca, x l 6H7)x(8 ~ 
Exe c:-.~ Total Gal. I Mi. 
Ga l. !Mi. Consam ed. 
D ue to A s sum 1ng paved 
I<ll i,:g road, Fla t g ra de 

N o ci.,rve s , eLc. 

. 0 2 • U945 

-
. DJ . 071 0 



Example B: 

Suppose the original automobile population weight mix was: 30 per
cent cars weighing between 2000 and 3000 pounds , 40 percent cars 
weighing between 3000 and 4500 pounds, and 30 percent cars weighing 
4500 pounds or over . Suppose, after implementation of measures 
affecting automobile purchasers 1 attitudes, the predicted distribution 
by weight class is: 40 percent cars weighing between 2000 and 3000 
pounds, 45 percent cars weighing between 3000 and 4500 pounds, 
and 15 percent cars weighing 4500 pounds or over. 

Also assum e the automobile population being considered is all the 
automobiles in the region and that the total amount of vehicle miles 
of travel in the region remains constant. 

Approximate percentage reduction in automobile energy consumption 
in the region relative to change in automobile population weight mix 
can be calculated as follows: 

X = 

where: 

X = 

N = 

A . = 
1 

B . = 
1 

C. = 
1 

N 

~ (A./ 100) (C.) 
1 -

i = 1 1 1 (100 percent) 
N 

~ 
(B. I 100) (C.) 

i = 1 1 1 

percentage energy reduction in the region relative 
to change in automobile population weight mix 

number of weight classes 

original percentage of automobile population in 
weight class i 

predicted percentage of automobile population in 
weight class i, based on implementation of actions 
affecting automobile purchasers' attitudes 

average miles/ gallon for cars in weight class i 
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results: 

N = 3 

A1 = 30 A2 = 40 A3 = 30 

B1 = 40 B2 = 45 B3 = 15 

C1 :::: 19 C2 - !2.5 C3 9 (Ref. 36) 

thus, 

X 
(.3) (19) + (.4) (12.5) + (.3) (9) 

1- (.4) (19) + (.45) (12.5) + (.15) (9) (100 percent) = 

= 1 
12.4 

14 . 575 

15 percent 

Change in Vehicle Miles of Travel 

(100 percent) 

Vehicle miles of travel reduction may result from any one of the following: 
incentives to carpooling, incentives to transit ridership, incentives 
to use of walk and bicycle modes, more efficient utilization of taxi 
service and trucks, traffic restraint measures, pricing measures, 
measures to reduce the need to travel, and energy restriction measures. 
Some of these actions may be exclusively oriented toward vehicle miles 
of travel reduction, e.g. carpooling incentives, whereas others may 
result in energy reduction in a number of ways, e.g. energy restriction 
measures. Traffic flow improvements in contrast, may result in increases 
in vehicle miles of travel. 

In general, percentage reductions in vehicle miles of travel are approxi
mately equivalent to percentage reductions in vehicular energy consump-:
tion. However, this assumes that no significant changes occur in 
the trip length distribution. Trip lengths affect energy consumption 
because shorter trips consume more energy per mile than longer trips, 
as cars use more fuel right after being started than after they are 
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warmed up. (Also a direct translation of vehicle miles of travel reduction 
into energy reduction assumes no significant changes in driving conditions 
and fuel economy characteristics of vehicle population . ) 

Mathematically, this can be expressed as follows: 

( 1) EC 3 = f (VMT, TL) 

where: 

EC 3 = 

VMT = 

TL = 

energy consumption relative to vehicle miles of 
travel 

vehicle miles of travel 

trip length distribution 

and (2) percent 6 EC 3 ::::: percent 6 VMT 

Estimates of vehicle miles of travel reduction are usually based on 
estimates of change in modal split ; Modal split prediction has been 
the subject of many transportation studies and will not be discussed 
in detail. Generally, modal split prediction is based on modal split 
models or on judgement using empirical data. Modal characteristics 
which are usually considered are cost, time, comfort, and convenience. 

Given estimates of changes in modal split, vehicle miles of travel 
reduction can be approximated using the following equations: 

1. Increased carpooling: 

z 

where: 

z = 

X = 

y = 

= 
X 

(1 - y ) (100 percent) 

percentage vehicle miles of travel reduction in 
region associated with increased carpooling 

original average auto occupancy 

predicted average auto occupancy, after implementa
tion of actions resulting in increased carpooling 
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It may be desirable to make separate analyses for differen t trip purposes 
or different 11 trip attraction" sub-areas. 

2. 

where: 

w 

p 

Q 

T 

u 

V2 

= 

= 

;:;: 

;:;: 

= 

;:;: 

percentage vehicle miles of travel reduction in 
region associated with shift from auto to transit 

criginal percentage of person miles of travel in 
region made by automobile 

predicted percentage of person miles of travel 
in region made by automobile after implementation 
of relevant actions 

original average automobile occupancy in region 

predicted average automobile occupancy in region 

original percentage of person miles of travel in 
region made by transit 

predicted percentage of person miles of travel 
in region made by transit after implementation 
of actions resulting in increased transit patronage 

original average auto occupancy in region 

predicted average transit occupancy in region 

It may be desirable to make separate analyses for different trip purposes 
or different sub-areas and/or corridors of the region. If more than 
one mode of transit is involved, the equation should be changed accord
ingly. 
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3. Shift from auto to walk and bike modes: 

where: 

G 

H 

I 

J 

K 

L 

M 

G = (H) (I) + (J) (K) 
(L) (M) 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

percentage reduction in vehicle miles of travel in 
region associated with shift from auto to walking 

number of person trips in region associated with 
shift from auto to walking 

average length of trip in miles associated with walk 
trips which replace auto kips 

number of person trips in region associated with 
shift from auto to bicycle 

average length of trip in miles associated with 
bicycle 

original average auto occupancy 

total original vehicle miles of travel in region 

4. Reduction in vehicle miles of travel due to changes in taxi 
service. assuming same person miles of travel by taxi: 

where: 

s 

A 

B 

S= (B;A)J +(C~D) 

= 

= 

= 

percentage reduction in vehicle miles of travel 
in region due to changes in taxi service 

original average taxi occupancy 

predicted taxi occupancy after implementation of 
actions to promote higher taxi occupancy 
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C 

D 

E 

F 

= 

= 

= 

= 

original taxi miles of travel due to cruising 

predicted taxi miles of travel due to cruising after 
implementation of restrictions on cruising 

taxi miles of travel in region 

total vehicle miles of travel in region 

Some adjustment may be made if there is a significant difference 
between average taxi fuel economy and average automobile fuel 
economy in a given region. 

5. Reduction in vehicle miles of travel associated with a 
higher truck loadings, assuming a constant amount 
of goods moved: 

K = 

where: 

K = 

E = 

F = 

G = 

H = 

F - E 
F (~) 

percentage reduction in vehicle miles of travel in 
region associated with higher truck loadings, 
assuming a constant amount of goods moved 

original average percentage of truck capacity used, 
either by weight or volume 

predicted average percentage of truck capacity 
used, either by weight or volume 

truck miles of travel in region 

total miles of travel in region 

Breakdowns by truck class and by trip length might provide a more 
accurate estimate. 
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In calculating energy reduction from VMT reduction, adjustment would 
be necessary for differences in average energy /mile consumed by 
trucks and by other types of vehicles. 

CONCLUSION 

Three types of changes leading to reduction in energy consumption, 
caused by transportation-related actions, have been discussed. The 
analysis has been oversimplified, however, since in each case it has 
been assumed that only one type of change occurs, while all o ther 
parameters are held constant. In the "real world", however, all of 
these types of changes may occur concurrently. Ideally, i t would 
be preferable to calculate the total transportation energy reduction 
impact of an action or set of actions considering all three types of 
changes simultaneously. 
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